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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
How otten throughout the gospels ot our Divine Lord do 
we see Him speaking parables and trying to raise the hearts ot 
m.en to the knowledge and love ot eternal things through the sen-
sible and material. This was our Lord's manner throughout His 
whole lite. He could have cured the blind with but an instantan-
eous act ot His omnipotent will, but He preferred to take a little 
dirt and mixing it with His own spittle, to apply it to the eyes 
ot the blind. How right all this was is explained by St. Thomas: 
I answer that, It is befitting HOly Writ to put forward 
divine and spiritual trutha by means of comparisons with 
material things. For God provides tor eVerything according 
to the capacity of its nature. Now it 1s natural to man to 
a.ttain to intellectual truths through sensible objects, be-
cause all knowledge originates trom sense. 
Our body and soul, created by an omniscient God Who knew 
what He was about, are not two separate kingdoms at war with eaoh 
other but allies joined for mutual assistance. When properly 
ordered the body becomes the aide.de-camp of the soul and providel 
for it that material whereby the body itself 18 ennobled and 
1 S. T. j I, q. 1, a. 91 Summa Theolo~1ca, trans. by Fathers ot the English Dominican province, lework, 1941, I, 6. 
1 
2 
serves an eternal destiny proper to the soul itself. Thus, far 
fram despising the body and the material universe, the Christian 
humanist recognizes it as tho normal medium thI'ough whioh human 
nature is completely realized. 
Should not we, then, following the lead of the a11-wis8 
God and of the nature created by Him, make use of the material 
and sensible world, even the common things of life that are not 
directly connected with divine worship, to raise our hearts to 
things eternal? 'Would you not say that this i8 even the reason 
why God made them 80 beautiful' Thoughts like these sincerely 
and deeply moved Cardinal Newman when speaking of what he called 
the "Sacramental system." That is "the dootrine that material 
phenomena are both the types and the instruments of real things 
unseen. "2 
A person imbued with the above idea. should at least 
tolerate and perhaps be even grateful to those poets who express 
for us tl~ beauty of the universe, whethDr it be the beauty ot 
men, animals, plants, or the inorganic things of the world. We 
often miss the harmonious order ot things in nature, and it take. 
the poet'. selection and subordination, their s1miles, metaphore~ 
and all their other devices of literar1 art, to bring it out tor 
2 J. H. Newman, AEolo~ia J6~ Vita Sua, edt by Daniel 
M. OtConnell, S. J., Chicago, !9~, .-------
us, Going to their produ.ctions, we ourselves can better see the 
beauty at God's works; and then those ot us who have faith can use 
this beauty as a type and instrument for things unseen. 
What has been stated in the preceding paragraph ma,. be 
considered the scope that a certa.in class of poets set for them-
sel ves. They rest content if they c an depict graphic ally and 
significantly the created life that daily confronts us in our 
round of work e.nd play. They d.on t t deny a higher life or the 
sacra~ental nature of created lite, but they prescind from these 
things, However. there is (lnother class of poets who try to do 
even more. These poets aim to express beautifully how through 
the contemplation ot beautiful sensible things we can raise our 
hearts and minds to things that are spiritually beautiful. They 
are artists that portray for us man's ascent to God, however in-
~ccurately they may conceive the Supreme Being or the discipline 
that will bring us to Him. 
Now every artist or c~aft.man has the tools of his own 
~t or trade. The carpenter has his rule and saw; the sculptor 
has his chisel and hammer. The author-artist has words and the 
whole gamut of sense-appealing language to express artistically 
his thought and emot1on. Poets, however, of the type who speak ot 
~he sacrrul'l,ental aspect or created 11te, are not interested very 
~ch in such figures of speech as similes and metaphores, for 
~he.e usually relate the material with the material. Their mode 
Dxpression is rather sJmbolic and is samet~es confusingly des1g-
4 
.. 
nated as mystical. This means merely that they recognize the re-
ality ot something above the material that cannot be adequately 
expressed by the material. Yet, because of the dual make-up of 
our nature, the material must be the medium ot their expression 
ot th1a supra-material object it the poet is to be artistic; and 
so they substitute tor it en object that best expresses this splr-
itual being. This objeot they c8.11 a symbol, which ~ .... Ox;,;;.;t;.,.;o_r".;;;,d 
English Q!£tionarl defines 1n its second meaning as follows: 
Something that stands tor, represents, or denotes some-
thing else (not by exact resemblance, but by vague sugges-
tion, or by somo accidental or conventional relation); ~. 
a material object representing or taken to represent some-
thing immaterial or 8.bstraot J as a being, idea, quality, or 
condition; a representative or typical figure, sign, or 
token; occas. a type (of some quality).) 
The symbol, therefore, has somewhat different a conno-
tation from a comparison. It is a comparison, but that type or 
comparison in Which a sensible image 1s used to express something 
spiritual. Spnbolism. is for this very :reason a very difficult 
mode ot expression. The srmbol, as a formal sign or one that re-
presents its object by ~irtu. ot its likeness to that object, must 
partake ot the delicacy, simpliCity, and refinement of what is 
spiritual. For this very reason 1t may seem that the symhol is 
even without substance or inner meaning. Ultimately it comes don 
to trying to make as i~~aterlal as possible what must be quite 
material if it is to be an instrument of artistic expression. 
3 !h! Oxford ~lish Dlctionarz. Oxford, 1933, X, 362. 
.. 
Shelley is one of those poets who uses the symbol in the 
sense that the author has just been describing. The purpose of 
this thesis, then, is to explain in some detail how Shelley 8~ 
bolizes three objects which to his mind were of utmost importance. 
Supernal Beauty, Love, and the Imagination. The author intends 
also to untangle the intr1cacies ot Shelley's poetry and to pre-
sent these three objects in a more orderly fashion than i8 tound 
in any ot Shelley's poetl'7; for Shelle,. 1s, as it were, alwaY8 1n 
medias £!A, and it is ditficult for the unin1tiated reader to tol-
low h1s thought. Moreover, these three objects are part and par-
cel ot Shelle,.'s Platon1c philosoph,., and hence, trom time to 
time, there will arise the need also to investigate these objects 
in the light ot this philosophy_ 
It the above purpose can be accomplished, the reader 
will no longer feel that Shelley lived in an ivory tower, as has 
been falsely supposed by some, where he completely lost touch with 
reality. Indeed, it will be seen that he had a definite objective 
in mind and that he accomplished this objective with singular 
beauty and force. Moreover, the condemnation which we would place 
against him on highly ethical grounds will give way to pity and 
sympathy tor a man who sought with such intense desire what was 
most beautiful and loveable in 11te. How can a person teel any-
thing but polgnant sorrow for a man who, speaking of this desire 
trom the depths of his soul, lamented: 
The desire or the moth for the star, 
Of the niUht for the morrow, 
The devotion to something afar 
From the sphere or our sorrow.4 
6 
• 
Because the objects of Shelleyts symbolism took on their 
most definitive torm in his mature poetry, that written between the 
years 1818 and 1822, the author of this thesis has chosen to exe~ 
plity his remarks from the poetry only of this period. These best 
set forth Supernal Beauty, Love, and the Imagination. ~here i8 
some justification for this, too, in the tact that during these 
years age and experience had begun to make the "mad"' Shelley a 
saner person. It is much easier to sympathize with the Shelley ot 
• 
this period than with the Shelley of the preceding years. The 
tollowing statement trom the Symposium. 01' Plato, translated by 
Shelley, can be applied quite appropriately to the poet himself, 
"The vision ot the understanding then grows keen when the radiance 
01' youth first wanes in the eY8s."5 
Assuredly others have made investigations similar in 
part to the one that the author ot this thesis proposes to under-
take, but his is truly an original approach to the subject. 
In the tirst plaoe, the author haa investigated a con-
siderable number ot works on Shelley, and never has he tound the 
4 P. B. Shelley, "To--," The comalete Poetical Works pt terOI Eissha Shellex. Student's CambrIage ! Itlon, ed. d. E. 'ooa; 
erry, aston, t~o!, 408. 
5 P. B. Shelley, "The Banquet Translated from Plato," 
~ Platonism. ot Shellel, by J. A. Notopoulos, Durham, lIorth Car-
04~na, 1949, 4>S. 
.. 
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subject ot symbolism given the oxtensive consideration that it 
merits as a belp for understanding his poetry. In addition to 
wbat be bas already said on this particular figure of speech, he 
intends to revert to it from time to time as need arises. 
Secondly, the writer intends to present three very im-
portant objects ot Shelley's s~nbo1ism, Beauty, Love, and tbe 
Imagination, in a very orderly fasbion according to the meaning 
behind each and to show the connection between these objects. 
Other authors have taken either the historical approach and thus 
use the chronological order, or they have presented only a part ot 
what this writer intends to do. This latter statement 1s true not 
in the sense that he will treat certain phases at greater length, 
but in the sense that his treatnent will, he believes, give a more 
unified and complete picture of the main driving forces behind 
Shelley's poetry. Finally, he hopes that his study will give a 
more compact and yet comprehensive understanding ot this Romantic 
poet. 
Lest there result some confusion in the succeeding chap. 
tel's, a remark should be made even here in the Introduction about 
the type of distinction that exists between the three objects that 
will be treated, Supernal Beauty, Love, and the Imagination. For 
all practical purposes, the Imagination, considered as a taculty 
according to its manner ot existence, is really distinct tram 
Beauty and Love; but according to the thought-content ot its s,eo-
ondarJ operation, the Imagination is only rationally distinct troa 
8 
them, for Beauty and Love reside in the ~inatlon as its produc-
tion. Beauty and Love, however, are only rationally distinct tram 
e~ch other according to the manner of their eXistence, for Love i. 
a thing ot Beauty; but according to what they say the mind can 
distinguish difterences between them, and hence they can be called 
rationally distinct. The author realizes that he has tmposed 
scholastic terminology on Shelley's notion ot these objects, but 
he believes that this rigorous terminology accurately sets ott 
Shelley's notion of the differe~ces between these objects. More-
over, it will clear the air of some contusion and prepa,re the way 
for an easier understanding of what wll1 follow, especially where 
these objects will seem to overlap. 
~ ~ E!. Being, by James F. Anderson, and Beautl. by 
Aloysius Rother, 8 • .1., have been of help in the author's efforts 
to get a better understanding of t he symbol. A nWllber ot books 
have helped him in his investigation of the objects of Shelley's 
symbolism, but the principal ones are Shellez~!!a ~!e! 
~, by Clutton-Brock; I!!!. Ma&ic Plan~. by carl Grabo, and l2£.-
trait £! Shellel, by Newman I. White. All three of these worka 
are monumental biographies joined to critical analyses of the 
poems. !h! Platonism ~ Shellez, by James A. Notopoulos, is a 
large tome giving a very thorough exposition of the Platonic in-
fluences in Shelley's poetry. or all the reLated books, Shellel, 
I~ Theorl ~ Poetrz, by Melvin T. Solve, comes nearest the aim 0 
this thesis. Besides his greater emphasis on sy.mbolism, the 
9 
author hopes to say more on the interconnection of the Imagina-
tioq with Beauty and Love. Moreover, Solvets work does not 
appear to the author to have the compact unity of his attempt. 
Obviously, however, this and _11 the other works mentioned have 
eased the burden of investigatIon, nor would this study have been 
. 
pO$slble without their aid. The author wishes also to express 
I 
his gratitude to PhIlip H. Vogel, S. J., whose expert prefession-
a1 advice and encouragement were ot considerable assistance. 
, 
CHAPTER II 
SUPERNAL BEAUTY AS AN OBJECT 
OF SHELLEY'S SYMBOLISM 
.. 
No one who has gazed into a clear, star-lit night or 
who has watched the indomitable waves of the ocean pounding on a 
sandy shore will deny that this sensible world is filled with 
beauty. "That there is beauty in the sensible objects themselves 
needs no proot, as it is admitted by all •••• "1 
Nevertheless, to say that this sensible beauty is per-
manent would be equally as toolish. It passes as a blade ot 
grass blown by the wind. Men ot the belles-lettres and poets, 
who are accounted men peculiarly responsive to the beauties ot 
the sensible world, have almost universally borne witness to the 
~ading nature or this beauty_ Some authors, as Poe, have gone so 
tar as even to say that the highest art is reached only when it 
presents beauty in the process ot disruption. 
The poet Shelley was a man who himself recognized this 
two-told aspect ot sensible beauty. He was torn by the beauty ot 
passing lite and at the 8ame time by the path08 ot its mutability_ 
1 A. Rother, S. J., Beautz, St. Louis, 1917, 72. 
10 
pi 
11 
He saw the m1xture of aweet and bitter 1n earthly th1tlgs and &!l0-
o • 
knowledged the inoonstant and deceptive aum.er of delight and 
beaut,. wluoh invested th1s Vi81bl. world. At One time he would 
.peak ot the paa.lng odor nnd color ot the viol.t2J at another, 
of how the beauty ot thi. 11'01'14 "breaks in our bosom and then .. 
blead.oJ So much d1d the "venomed =81047"4 ot beauty and the in-
evitability of its 4eoay haunt him that in tho end ot bis lite he 
aeldom felt the de11ght that .enalbl. beauty brings but only the 
lorrow. 
Out ot the dar and night 
A joy baa taken fligbt, 
Fresh spring, and summer, and winter hoar, 
Move rq taint heart with !mi.f, but w1th delight 
1'0 more--oh, never more P 
Nevertheless, Shelley-. optimistio spirit would not per-
mit him to deepair but drove him on, even from youth, to seek 
that greater pe~~enoe and universality or beauty present within 
the realm or human thought. He talkod about tho great creations 
or the bwnan spir1t •• ,.bol1a.d in the O%'eek nation during tho 
classioal period, as being ~ternal. 
2 
.3 
4 
;; 
But Or.eo. and hel' .foundfltlona are 
Built below the tide ot war, 
B .. ae4 on the cl'7'stall1ne sea 
Shell.,., noa a Paded Violet," PoeticAl ~o~k~, 
Shelley, "BJmll ot Pan," Poetical ~o:rk!h ,389. 
Ibid., "Bplp87chldlon," 1. 256, )02. 
Ibid., wA Lament," 410. 
356. 
12 
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ot thought and its etern;ty;6 
The majestic sweep and ceaseless movement ot the ocean have al-
ways induced poets to use it as a symbol ot eternity. By a 
clever association between this visible symbol and the universal 
character of thought, Shelley has painted in liquid language this 
greater permanence ot beauty in t~e human mind. 
In Epipsyc,hidion he reiterate. the permanence ot the 
mind's creations; and in Prometheus Unbound the Chorus ot Spirits, 
who come to comfort Prometheus and symbolize the creative moods ill 
him, sing of the universality of beauty in man's mind: 
And we breath, and sicken not 
The atmosphere ot human thought: 
Be it dim, and dank, and g1"a7, 
Like a sto~-extinguished day, 
Travelled o'er by dying gleams; 
Be it bright as all between 
Cloudless skies and windless streams, 
Silent liquid, and serene; 
As the bIrds within the Wind,· 
As the fish within the wave, 
As the thoughts oJ: man f s own mind 
Float throufl)l all above the· grave; 
We make there our liquid lair, 
Voyaging cloudlike and unpent 7 
Through the boundless element: 
In the above quotation these winged spirits are eternal forms 
that inhabit the mind in its gayer as well as more somber moods. 
Moreover, these forms are always in a fluid state. In their eter. 
nity they yet are in constant flux. This 1s 8}mbollzed by the 
* 
6 ~., "Hellas,· 11. 696-670, 333. 
7 ~., ·Prometheus Unbound," Act I,ll. 675-689, 176. 
13 
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movement ot birds in air and fishes in water. Of course there is 
. 
a reason for this. The mind itself is fluid in the sense that it 
can encompass all nature and become a universe in itself by going 
about observing all forms that exist in the world. Thus these 
thoU€flta in the mind become unlimited, 
boundless element." 
" • • • unpent through the 
Since human thought as an object of Shelley's poetry 
will be treated at greater length in Chapter IV, What has been 
said on this subject will suffice for the time being,·except where 
certain features of it pertain to that highest type ot beauty, 
Supernal Beauty_ This we must now bring under consideration. 
Atter finishing the first act otPrometheus Unbound, 
. . 
Shelley wrote in a letter to his triend Peacock, "You know, I al-
ways seek 1n what I see the manifestation of something beyond the 
present and tangible Object. d8 On the authority ot S. A. Brooke,9 
this "something" was never clearly detined in Shelley's mind. In 
true Neo-Platonic torm, he thought that if he could have clearly 
conceived it, it would have been circumscribed, limited, capable 
of satiety, and thus still manifestative ot "something beyond." 
~et on the authority ot all the critics and on Shelle,.- s own avow-
al, this "something" was closely ident1tied with the One, the 
8 P. B. Shelley, The Letters of Percy Bzash. Shellez, 
II, ed. Roger Ingpen, London;-I9!$, Gj~.--
9 S. A. Brooke, Naturalism lB EnSl1sh Poet£l, New York, 
1920, 205. 
Supreme Good, the Supreme Wisdom, the Supreme Beauty of Plato's 
philosophy_ In connection with this Supernal Beauty, human 
thought would be of interest to Shelley in as much as it was a 
more perfect imitation ot this Platonic Beauty than any sensible 
replica m.ight be and in as much as the mind was the means tor 
coming in contact with it. In terma ot Platonic philosophy the 
analysis may be worded aa tollows. 
In Plato the forms ot things considered as absolute pat-
. 
ems of perfeotion exist in another world than ours. In our 
orld the reflection at these fo~s abides in sensible and intel-
ectual beings. In beholding a work ot art, tor ex~ple, we have 
sensible image and a ooncept of the beautitul. The Platonist 
onceives this concept to be but a retlection and tmage of the ab-
olute Form existing ap~t tram this world of sensible reality_ 
oreover, this most perfect Form ot the Beautiful is better roal-
zed in the mind than in the sensible world, and mind alone can 
ay hold ot and conceive it. L. Winstanley gives a very good 
xposition ot what I have been saying: 
The consideration ot Plato's heaven leads us to what is 
his chief characteristio as a thinker: the extraordinary 
tenacity with which he lays bold upon the world ot mindJ to 
him. the world ot sense. vividly as he apprehends it, is al-
waY8 less real, less amphatical17 existent than the super-
sensuous world; it always appears as it to him 'mind stuft' 
were the essential material ot the universe. The common man 
feels as it the ob jects ot sense were the realities and all 
mental things 'abstractions'; to Plato the things ot mind are 
the only true realities, and matter is, 1n comparison, 'the 
dream and the shade.' No one bas apprehended the splendour 
ot the outer world more tully than he, but· nevertheless. he 
regarded it in all its magnificent variety, as being only a 
dull cop ot certain ideas whic b ut 
15 
• 
could be seen and realized only with eyes ot the soul. He 
dwells by preference, runid abstractions; they are tor h~ & 
world in themselv6s--brlghter, more vivid, more beallttrul 
and ~bove all, more real than the world ot so-called real-
ity.10 
As was stated above, a more detailed analysis ot Shel-
ley1s world at mind will be presented later on in this study. 
Let us proceed, then, to see how Shelley recognized the absolute 
torm of Beauty as revea11ng and yet veiling itself in the sens-
ible world. Of course, that the beauty of sensible things does 
thus reveal Beauty makes them partake immediately ot the nature 
of symbols, tor a symbol in its generic sena. is a sign or a med-
ium through Which a person comes to the knowledge ot something 
else. However, a symbol is also a conventional sign, Such & 
sign, in itself, depends on the arbitrary choice ot the one who 
uses it. Unless the user tell a reader what such a sign means, 
the reader must deduoe it from & samewhat wlde perusal of the 
user's works and tram an investigation ot his lite and philosophy. 
This the writer th1nks he has done w1th respect to Shelley and in-
tends to point out now some of the objects Which Shelley chooses 
for h1s symbolism of Supernal Beauty as well as to give a rather 
minute explanation ot a rather diff1cult passage 1n order that 
the reader ms.r know how to go about interpreting Shelley's poetry_ 
Shelley thought that Supernal Beauty revealed itself 
most exqu1site1y in woman, espeeial1y in a woman's countenance. 
10 L. W1nstanley, "Platonism in Shelley," Essays and 
Studles. IV, collected by C. H. Herford, Oxford, 1913. ~4-~~ 
16 
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!Ie mal«l8 referenoe to this tact in a oomment on til. statue or the 
. 
Greek goddeas Niobe, "The countenance or Niobo 1s the oonaummatloa 
or ta1n1ne _jest,. o.nd lovoliness, bS70nd whioh tho 1mng1natlon 
scarcel,. doubts that it oan conceive anyth1ng.Mll Shelle,.'. lite 
and the charaoters and subject matter of his later poems alao ~ 
su1':flclent pztOOt or this. Take" rem oxaa.ple, Asia in .1!rom~~be).!f 
Unbound, Em.Iia 1n j21Raz.gh1d1,m, and those wOllen to Whc:a be 
addressed man,. or hie shorter po_. 
Shelle,- need not be thought to be in anr VIa,,! odd or 
aenauoua in thi8 asaoclatlon thu t be makes bet •• en woman and Su--
pernal. Beaut)'. Commenting on the .,.wollPl ot the Middle Agea, 
de EN". remaritl f 
• • • tot! the ease ot the Middle Age., a w01lat1 i. by her 
beaut,., the 8,mbol:1o revelation ot God at t he same time .a 
ahe 18 the 8}'nth.al& 01' the bea.uty ot the World. It 1. 
Scotus who insist. on this a,.bollc power ot het! beaut,.: ftIn 
general call1na • '1& a woman • • • the beauty ot the entIre 
sensible creatiQn." ~ 
I would not make reterence to thIs taot except that I 
balieve She 1 1.,,- baa been the Dub ject ot some unjust crt t1cl_ 1n 
this matter and I want to abow that in his 8,mbo11aa he 1s 1n 
.It ., ..... ,. ... 
U P. B. Shelley, ttR~k. on Some otthe Statue. 1n 
the 08110l'J' or F1or.nc.,~ .... Tl¥tl'ol'k! 9t. F.~l!l1m'.h,e! S~ll!%. 04. 
M. W. Shell.,., London, ~. 
/ / 
12 I. de Bru,ne, LtEathetlQue 411 xt;ea!a!.t F..ditioDl 
de l'1nstltut Superlew:- 4. pliIIo"so'phIe, LOUvJa~, 1947, ,90• ~.I.' • 
• poup 1. sqe du !107m age, 18 renae est par aa beau-te, 18 rev.l. 
ation /aymbollqu.. de Dleu en mime tapa que 1a a,nthea. 4e 1a 
beaute du. Monda. C'.st Scot qui ins1ate SUP oette valeur aignif-
icatlve de ulb~aut.' ,'Mullettem • 't. appe.lans ••• general!ter tO~lua •• nalD 118 orea uree rormOSl at~' 
17 
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ine with the t~adltlan ot the past. 
However, Shelley did not restrict Beauty's revelation 
erel,. to women but 8a .. 1ts BloJ:i7 transfused t~ougbou.t the enti", 
lver... A sk1laa-k which was not seen but whos. song .. as heard, 
autUllll "~nd whloh could not be aeen 'bUt whose bx-eath one relt, 
he spirit-like cloud whioh condexuled end formed rain to aotsten 
he pa%'ched euth--all aJ'llbol1aed it. A stanza trom the po_ la!. 
acea glves ua aame idea of the manrmanlteatntlona of Beauty that 
helle,. eaw in nature and the poem alao makea :reterenoe to 1ts re-
ela tion in wOllen. In tho word ff thee" of the 128t line he addr ..... 
od Supernal Beaut,. .. 
In w1Jl<1a, and tl' •• 8, and .t%'8" and all thins' 
common, 
In music, and the ""8t unconscious tone 
Of antmala, and voice. Which a~ human, 
Keant to express some feelings or thai%' own, 
In the aott motions and rare am11e ot woman, 
In tlo".ra and leaves, and 1n the gra.. fr.ah 
ahoWD, 
01' d11na 1n the autwm, I the .Olt 
Adore thee pre.ent, or l~nt thee loat,13 
In ,'rometh,e;u;,a, Unb0l.U1,.4., too, the:re are some l1nes that 
escribe moat beauttrull,. the vilitation which Supernal Beaat7 
kes through the world. In the tollowing seleotion A.in 11 the 
no who speaks the WOl'da. She lathe lIght of lIte, or tho shadow 
Beaut,. unbeheld. Aocording to Platcm1c thought, she i8 the 
orm that mirrors the Absolute r"ON and 18 jo1ned 'With the prIne-
plo of imperfection ot tbls earth. In this passage Aslata soul 
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.. 
is symbolized as a boat that rides on t?e voice or a Spirit (the 
voice, though belonging to the Spirit, is itself symbolized 1n 
the form ot-. river). The Spirit, of course, belongs to Supernal 
Beauty. Asia's soul, under the influence of the Spirit's voice, 
passes through the external world, through death, and is finally 
brought to that realm where Supernal Beauty most pervades. It 
ill help the reader's understanding or these lines to know that 
or Shelley a river usually aymboliaed the course of human 11te, 
. . 
hich at death passed into eternity, or syMbolically, the ocean. 
Asia 
My soul 1s an enchanted boat 
Which, like a sleeping swan, doth float 
Upon the silver waves of thy sweet singing; 
And thine doth 11ke an angel sit 
Beside a helm conducting it. 
Whilst all the winds with melody are 
ringing. 
It seems to float ever, forever, 
Upon that many-winding river, 
Between mountains, woods, abysses, 
A paradise ot wildernessesl 
Till, like one in slumber bound, 
Borne to the ocean, I float down, around 
Into a sea profound, ot ever-spreading 
sound: 
Meanwhile thy spirit lifts its pinions 
In music's most serene dominions; 
Catohing the winds that fan that happy 
heaven. 
And we sail on, aWA7, atar, 
W1thout a course, w1thout a star, 
But, by the 1nst1not ot sweet music driven; 
Till through El181an garden isleta 
By thee, most beaut1ful of pilots; 
Where never mortal pinnace gllded, 
The boat ot my desire 1s guided: 
Realms where the air we breathe 1s love, 
Which ln the winds and on the waves doth 
move, 
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Harmonizing this earth with what we teel above. i 4 
~t the risk of seeming to repeat what has already been said in a 
prefatory way on this passage, the author would like to explain 
the Neo-Platonism behind the above passage and to paraphrase it in 
his own words. Only by this detailed explanation will the reader 
fully appreciate it. 
In Neo-Platonic parlance there are three main principles 
in the world: the One, the Mind, and Lite, according to their de-
scending order of excellence. Only Life is mixed with matter, but 
both Life and Mind emanate tram the One, Which acts as an etti-
scient oause. In connection with Shelley and the afore-stated 
passage, the One is nothing more than Supernal Beauty, the Spirit 
is the Mind, and Asia is Lite (she is addressed as "Life of Lite" 
by the Spirit in some lines preceding the quoted passage). Now 
it is also a cardinal principle of Nee-Platonic philosophy that 
every participated excellence, besides being an image of its caus~ 
has also a principle of return or desire tor that cause, so that 
every effect desires its cause and ultimately the One. Conse-
quently, in the above passage we see ASia, or Life, enchanted by 
the beauty Which the Spirit, or Mind, makes by its singing. The 
Spirit then direots ASia, or her soul because this is the purely 
immaterial part ot her nature, as though sbe were a boat that 
14 P. B. Shelley, "Prometheus Unbound," Act II, Sc. V, 
11. 72-97, Poetical Works, 188-189_ 
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{'loats through all the natural beauties of this earth. tlext, in 
. 
an ecstasy of melody she dies and passes into eternity. But it is 
~ere that this ethereal pilot, the Spirit, euides Asia to beauties 
incapable ot being experienced on earth, until finally the "boat 
ot my desire" is brought to that excellence most supreme, Where 
all disagreements are reconciled in love. 
Thus far I have been speaking about Supernal Beauty 
~ithout giving any detailed account of its nature. I have said 
that Shelley called it a "something" without clearl'1 defining it. 
But was it an entirely amorphous thing with no special properties 
and characteristics which he at least implioitly acknowledged? 
No, it was hardl,. that. Indeed, Supernal Beauty had at least tour 
special features: it was inexhaustible, harmonious, spiritual, and 
one. To a discussion of these tour attributes of Beauty and of 
Shelley's symbolization ot them, let us now proceed before takIng 
~p the next object ot Shelley's symbolism. 
By saying that this Beauty is inexhaustible is meant 
Beauty both that never decays and that, as it were, the more one 
takes, the more there is lett to take. That this Beauty is inex-
haustible in this sense has alread'1 been implied by m'1 treatment 
of it elsewhere in this chapter. There is further proor or it in 
Shelley's own prose and poetical works and the statements of the 
critios. Remarking on the beauty ot a Grecian statue, Shelley 
gives us an insight into the infinitude ot Ideal Beauty, ft' ••• i1l 
allow. the spectator the choice ot a greater number ot points ot 
21 
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view, • • • in whioh to catch a greater .number of the infinite 
modes ot expression, ot which any form approaching ideal beauty 
is necessarily composed."l5 
The symbols ot Shelleyts poetry also express the inex-
haustibility ot Supernal Beauty. Among the many symbols that 
OQuld be used to exemplify this point, ltt us choose that peoul~ 
1y Ne~Platonic one, Shelley's so-called ~-~-£!-ml-soul, this 
me, not mine. These expressions, seemingly esoteric in meaning, 
---
designate for Shelley merely the creations of the poetic faculty_ 
Of course such creations will symbolize Supernal Beauty better 
than anything else will, since they are man's greatest effort to 
create beauty_ Here, it anywhere, should be seen the inexhaust-
ible aspeot ot Supernal Beauty. The poem !pipSlchidion, whioh 
means in Greek over or above m7 soul, shows that this indeed is 
the case. 
To the intense, the deep, the imperishable, 
Not mine, but me, hencetorth be thou unitei6 
Even as a bride, delighting and delighted. 
This brief poetic statement 1s tilled with Shelleyts philosophy_ 
Simply explained, it means that the woman whom the poet addresses 
stands for the prototype ot his most perfect self. The poet 
desires that she be united to this most perfect self, Which is in 
15 P. B. Shelley, "Remarks on Some of the Statues in 
the Gallery of Florence," ~ Works o~ ~ercI Bysshe Sh~llez, ll~l. 
16 Shelley, "Eplpsychidlon," ~oetica1 Works, 11. 391-
39.3_ .304. 
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a way the creative mind of man and is called "intense," "deep,"' 
. 
and imperishable, n words synonymous with inexhaustible. 
The last proof to show that Shelley's Supernal Beauty 
is inexhaustible is the opinion of a critic. Notopoulos, in his 
scholarly work on Shelley's Platonism, reaffirms my position here 
on the nature of Supernal Beauty by saying. "Beautiful objects in 
the world of time a nd space pass and rade, but Ideal Beauty knows 
naught of t he seasons. n 17 
Shelley's Supernal Beauty was also harmonious; that is, 
it harmonized in itself all the passing beauty ot" t he world and 
all the seemingly divergent notes of opposed philosophies end 
creeds. " ••• I can conceive a great work, embodying the dls-
coveries of all agea, and harmonizing the contending creeds by 
whioh mankind have been ruled," wrote Shelley to Peaoock. 1B In 
his poetry as well, Shelley spoke of the spirit of Supernal 
Beauty as the "harmony ot truth,"19 the great s7Mphony that would 
join in melodious tune all that was good and beautiful In llte 
and conSign to mute oblivion all that was bas. and ugly_ Supernal 
Beauty was harmonious, too, in the sense that it was musical. 
Music is nothing more than beautIful sound; and thus, being beaut .. 
17 Notopoulos, ~ Platonis~ ~ Shellez, 18. 
660. 
18 Sheller,!e! Letters ££ Perez Bllshe Shelley, II, 
301. 
19 Shelle,., "Ep1psychldion," Poetio,s.l Works, 1. 216, 
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ul, 1t sives to us from the Shelleyan. viewpoint an imperfect 
dea ot the nature or Supornal Beaut,. and 18 a)1lbollc or 1. t. In 
he .Qd! 12 t,~! Fes,~ 'fI.1Ad. .Shall.,. makes reference to the ntU1JlUlt or 
hy might,- harmonie ... aO, and there 1s no one who baa react Gvm 
urao:ril,- Shell.,,.'. 19 !. 8!SX1fUtk and not recognized the beaut., 
hat the poet attached to song. Shelle,. entitled a number ot b1. 
oems Sops, and indeed, 80ng aeemed to htm to inundate all that 
aa beautiful 1n the world. The tre.h earth dr •••• d in new leave 
he starry night, the golden mists ot mom, the radiant troat, tbe 
av •• , the Wind., the sto~, the eoolet7 ot the quiet, the wt •• , 
the go0421--all were t111ed w1th eong. In hi. l •• t da,. She1. 
e'1 was entertained fHquentl.,. by the 8ingln; ot Jane Wl111 ... 
o muoh, in ract, dtd sons .".boll •• tor Shell.,. Supernal. Beaut,. 
hat he looked upon 1 t at the bost or all tbsa,mbol.. '1'b1a wtn 
e .. een even more olearl)" atter the treatment of Love in the 
Supernal Beauty 8.8 1nexhaustible and harmonious baa batln 
subject ot the p:reced1ng paragrapha. The next attribute or 
helle.,.'. SupJ mal Beaut)" 1. Ita .p1rltual.it,.. For tho •• who bave 
tudled Sholle),,'. writing. and 11te more tborougbl7 thi. 18 not 
to admit; but for tbo sake ot tho •• who have not. I wtah to 
ive more apace to tt than to the other attribute.. Moreover, it 
20 Ibli.~., "ode to tho Weat Wind, ff V, ,368. 
21 ,;t.,b,i~., "Song, ff 403. 
is this attribute that places Shelley i~ a very favorable light 
and makes his poetry more acceptable tor us, 
It is possible that in Shelley's early lite the spiri-
tuality of wl~t captivated htm was not very clearly disassociated 
from the earthly. Perhaps he confused the two and even tried to 
justify the one by the other. Clutton-Brock, in his Shellex ~ 
~ ~ ~ l2!l, 8aY8, "The confusion ot idea18 with appetites 11 
a phase ot growth in all men who are both passionate and imagina-
tive; and those who continue to grow outgrow it, and understand 
themssl ves b et ter r or t he experience. "22 However, we must be 
very caretu1 in this matter where we are dealing with the contus-
ed and halt-conscious motives of a man. Certainly we ourselves 
can never pass tina1 judgement. Moreover, the following words, 
made by Shelley as early as 1811, indicate that he did recognize 
even at that ear17 date the superior! t1' of t he spirit over the 
flesh:, 
But Love, the Love which We worsh1p.-Virtue, Heaven, di8in-
terestedness--in a word. ~riendship, which has as much to 
do w:t. th the senses aa with yonder mountains, that which seek. 
the good of all, the good ot ita object first, not because 
that object is a minister to its pleasures, not merely be-
cause it even contributes to its happiness, but because it 
is really worthy, because it has powers, sensibilities, 1s 
capable of abstracting ~elt, and loving virtue for virtue's 
own loveliness, • • • • J 
Boston, 
22 Quoted in W. E. Peck, Shelle, ~i8 ~ ~~. I, 
1927, note 70, 425, 
160. 
23 ShelleY,!e! Letters £! Perel Blashe Shellel, I, 
25. 
Nevertheless, under some tew appeets we can say that 
the younger Shelley emphasized the material over the ideal. In 
his early lite he was extremely interested in the natural sci-
ences, especially chemist,.. He was taken in by the materialist 
Godwin. Newman Ivey White says ot Shelley in his early life, 
"Similarly he poured over variou. moral and metaphysical writers, 
giving somewhat closer attention to the materialists than to the 
idealists."24 Moreover. when Shelley was interested in the 
spiritual or supernal, it often took on the ghostly and weird 
aspect ot the Monk Lewis type. Finally, al though in 9Y;ean !!!.e. 
~ost ot Shelley's later doctrine was here set forth and here a 
~etinite upward flight is perceptible, Jet his idealism was still 
~ampered by the early youthful enthusiasm tor the Spirit of Neees-
aity. 
But regardless ot the stand that one t &kes on this 
~olnt, all this was the early Shelley_ Shelley, like the skylark, 
.as continually flying up, and he was not very old before he be-
~ame in his imagination what by his nature it was very easy tor 
bim to become, a full-fledged idealist. In consequence, there 
alao took place a clarification in Shelley's notion ot Beauty_ 
Reason began to see what swept it along. A. N. I. White sayst 
In Alastor he had already found his old doctrine of a dispas-
sionate Necessity too cold and rigid for his expansive s~ 
24 N. I. White, portrait £! Shellex, New York, 1945, 
pathies. He had referred in the Preface to a "Power" whose 
exquisite influences it was dangerbus to perceive too sudden-
ly, and fatal to iinor.. To this power in his "Hymn to I~ 
tellectual Beaut" he now gave a definite name and definite 
functions. It was "Intellectual Beauty," or beauty which 
can only be cQuceived as an idea, rather than experienced in 
its fullness. 2 !> 
In the more mature years ot Shelleyt s life there is no 
shadow ot doubt that he realized to the full the supernal aspect 
ot the Beauty that he sought. Life as mere physical activity WQS 
ot little interest to him; whereas, the undying spiritual values 
of life became the object ot his incessant desires. These values, 
almost exclusively, occupied his thoughts. Speaking of his poem 
EEiEslchidion, Shelley wrote to his griand Gisbome, .. • • • as to 
real flesh and blood, you know that I do not deal in these arti-
cles; you might as well go to a gin-shop for a leg ot mutton, as 
expect anything human or earthly trom me."26 This is the burden, 
too. ot these lines trom The Zucea, written in the last year ot 
- . 
Shelley's lit.: 
I loved--oh no, I mean not one ot ye, 
Or any earthly one, tho' ye are deal' 
As human heart to human heart ma7 be,--
I loved, I know not what--but this 
low sphere 
And all that it contains, contains not 
thee, 
Thou, whom seen nowhere, I teel 
ever1Where. 
From heaven and" earth, and all that in 
them are" 
25 Ibid., 205. 
26 Shella7, !he Letters ~ 1- ~. Shellel. II, 920. 
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Veiled art thou, like a.star.27 
Seeing that Shelley conceived Supernal Beauty as spir-
itUal, he must have chosen srmbols that were ethereal to exem-
plify it. This, as was mentioned earlier in this study, is de-
manded by the fact that a symbol is a formal sign. As a matter 
of fact, Shelley does use symbols of this transcendent nature. 
Vel"'1 seldom does he choose the mundane, the earthly, the minute 
particles ot clay; but he dwells by preference amid the sky and 
air, floating there as an unbodied spirit. The moon, the stars, 
the mist and haae ot dawn and twilight, sott breezes, the fleet-
ing clouds, the spray of rushing rivulets, their number could be 
multlp11ed again. Shelley seems never to be a part of natural 
phenomena. but onl7 to be passing through. it as a vapor. It is 
the spirit of naturats forms that he envisions, not nature itself 
So intangibly and smoothlJ' run. some of his lines that a quick, 
careless reading may miss the meaning, which is there tor the 
enquiring mind. All difficulties are again ttesolved in the truth 
at this statement by Alfred Noyes, ft ••• because he found his 
'substance' in the soul, criticism has too often declared that 
his poetry lacked • substance. t .'28 
The final attribute of Shelley's Supernal Beauty that 
27 Shelley, "The Zucca," Poetic~l Works, III, 450.451. 
28 A. Noyes, ~ Aspects 2t.. Modern Poetl',I, New York, 
the writer wishes to treat is ita oneness. 1bere are a number or 
. 
places in Shelley's poetry where he spenks ot it as being one, 
but it is difficult to say with certitude precisely what he meant 
by it. Did he mean that it was spiritually Simple, or that it was 
a single substance, or that it was a person, that incommunicable 
being ot nature' Would the individual human being be lost in the 
oneness of Beauty or retain his identity? Be leaves us in doubt 
about these matters. This much, however, can be said. Realizing 
the seeming contradiction ot the one and the many in the world, 
Shelley thought that somehow it would tind a solution in Supernal 
Beauty, the great reconciler. Furthermore, over and above the 
lacunae in Shelley's doctrine ot the oneness ot Supernal Beaut,., 
It is ot the first importance tor the understanding ot Shel-
le7 to realise how strong in him is the sense and conviction 
ot this unity in lite: it is one ot his Platonio traits. 
The Intellectual Beauty of the ~ is absolutely the same 
thing aa the Liberty ot his Ode,-tlie 'Great Spirit' ot Love 
that he invokes to bring freedom to Naples, the One which in 
Adonais he contrasts with the Many, the Spirit ot Naturt_ot 
gueen Rap, and the V1sion of ~lastor and Ep1psZch1d1on.~~ 
Shelley hLmselt stated that "The view ot lite presented by the 
most ref1ned deductions ot the intellectual philosophy, is that 
of unity."30 Consequently it is not tmportant to know preCisely 
what Shelley meant by unity, but it 1s ~portant to know that he 
29 A. C. Bradley, Oxford Lectures on Poetrl, London, 
~90l, 152 .. 15.3. ... - ... 
~, 56, 
30 Shelley, "On Lite," !h!. Works 9.!. Perez Blsshe Shel. 
set great store by it. It saves one fr~m becoming too analytical 
in his reading o~ Shelley's highly s,mbolic poet~. For example. 
~unserford3l glves a very detailed end scientif1c account of the 
~recise symbolic nature ot the Moon and Earth in the last act of 
Prometheus ~nbo~~. Praiseworthy and accurate as this ls, the 
ordinary reader need not try to unravel its intricacies. It he 
twill but keep in mind the key to allot Shelley's poetry, the 
simple tact that all nature ls but a grated participation in and 
~t the same time revelation o~ Supernal Beauty, the passages will 
!be clear enough. For instance, in the passage referred to above, 
the Moon is but a lesser light of the same Supernal Beauty that 
1s reflected in the Earth. This simple recognition, together with 
~hat in the succeeding chapters w111 be learned or Love and the 
Imagination as an integral part ot Supernal Beauty, would enable 
the reader to read these passages with considerable understanding 
and delight. Shelleyts central thought, at least in his later 
~orks, is always the same. The contusion comes in gett1ng too 
close to the poem and forgetting this central thought, In any 
even, Shell~ Supernal Beaut,. must alwa,.. be considered as one, 
and an,,! lesser revelation of it as a. part ot that same Supernal 
Beauty_ 
In this chapter the author of this thesis has tried to 
31 E. B. Hungerford, Shores ot Darkness, New York, 
1941, 206.214. --
3D 
give the reader an idea ot how Shelley ,ymbollzed Supernal Beauty. 
and what he understood by that tev.m. Some may reel that Shelley'. 
moth-like muse attempted too much and was burnt by the too great 
~eat of the object that he very boldly tried to portray, or per-
haps that the labor involved in trying to decipher Sha11ey's mean. 
ing is not proportionate to the trugal profit that this labor 
brings. But no one will deny that this object was an exalted one 
and that the lines, once they are understood, have beauty and 
music. 
Moreover, the exposition of this chapter has presented 
to the reader a simple formula tor understanding Shelley's poetry. 
Shelley's object is Supernal Beauty and the figures by which he 
chooses to portray it are symbols. This, certainly. is not cam-
plicated. It is true, however, that Shelley"s poetry becomes 
somewhat filmy by reason ot the spirituality ot his object. FUr-
thermore, a symbol is a conventional sign, that is. one that is 
determined arbitrarily by the poet, and thus one will be lost it 
he is not acquainted with the poetts use of these symbols. How-
ever, a symbol is also a formal sign, and thus it is aven more ~ 
port ant that the reader understands the nature of Supernal Beauty 
somewhat in detail so that the s,mbol can be easily interpreted. 
Hence these sJ.mbols are not in themselves very difficult; and once 
She11ey f s general method 1s understood, they can be recognized 
with a little serious thought. This is even more true if one haa 
a wider understandtng ot Supernal Beauty, an understanding that 
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includes both Love and the Imaginationf. and 80 these two objects, 
very intimately connected with Supernal Beauty, will be the sub-
ject matter of the following chapters. 
CHAPTER III 
LOVE AS AN OBJECT OF SHELLEY'S 
SYMBOLISM 
.. 
Someone has said quite truly that love is what makes the 
round. The great rorces that have shaped and even now 
re sh~ing the world are the resultants or great loves, either 
ood or bad, in the hearts or leaders and their rollowers. In the 
mall world or private lite it is love again that is responsible 
or man's actions. No one need be surprised, then, nor raise his 
yebrows in condemnation when we say that love was the center ot 
helley's life. Love is the center and force ot everyone's lite. 
are wont to talk ot Shelley's love and reter only 
o his affairs with women; but in so doing they misconceive his 
oncept ot love and greatly constrict it, giving only a halt-truth 
bich is really no truth at all. Obviously the Christian moralist 
annot endorse Shelley's doctrine ot free-love, but it is equally 
8 obvious that he cannot wholly reject that higher love which 
lone Shelley contemplated very seriously_ To recognize this 
atter fact one has but to read the poet's A Discourse on the M~ 
-- ....... -------
ra ~!h! Antient Greek~ Relative!2~ Subjec~ ~~, where 
aaya, If ••• the gratification ot the senses is no longer all 
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that is sought in sexual connexion. It. Boon becomes a very small 
part of that profound and complicated sentiment, which we call 
ove, ••• ,nl Love, therefore, meant for Shelley something tar 
ore than sexual intercourse. It was a very profound and compli-
cated sentiment. We must, consequently, study more thoroughly 
this sentiment called Love before taktng up the subject of Shel-
symbolization ot it and its connection wtth Supernal Beauty. 
There were three aspects ot Love that greatly inter-
Shelley' its cause, its nature, and its effect. With 
espect to its cause, he looked upon the human spirit as a great 
acuumor void that cried out for fulfillment. Naturally this 
ulfillment would be of the nature ot hu.man perfection, something 
hat would tit into this void or vacuum. Man was not a void, 
owever, in the sense that he was nothing, but man recognized in 
imselt movements and perfections that were capable of greater 
greater expansion. Conceiving what this expansion might be, 
to commune with an object similar to it. Thus Shel-
ey thought that the cause of Love in man was that potency in htm 
or the most perfect prototype ot all that belonged to the nature 
f man, both on the lower and, more especially, on the higher 
This ideal prototype 1s the ~-~-£!-ml-soul. this !!, 
ot m1n~, that Shelley talked about very trequent1y. It is the 
1 Shelley,"A Discourse on the M 
Relative to the Subject or Love," !2!~~~~~ 
'image of man raised to the sublimest hefshts. It is not t~e to 
say that this prototype is the same as the ChrisUian Godi for al-
though we are made to the image of God, yet God 1s not made to 
our image. But still Shelley came rather close, and we cannot 
~xpect him to know a distinction which only centuries of study 
and the revelation of God have made known to us. 
Put briefly, then, likeness and goodness stirred up in 
man the sentiment of Love. Explained in this way, Love might 
~eem to be a purely concupisclble power, a desire that good accrue 
~o one's self. Shelley did not understand it in this sense alone. 
In fact, love as friendship always won greater praise fram him, 
Of course a rejected love, or one that could not find some sub-
~ime object on which to bestow its selfless devotion, would leave 
~lm despondent, But it was love of friendship, none the less. 
~is heart would cling to the object of its desire and not claim 
~n retur.n "one smile for all the comfort, love, It may bring to 
IIhee. "2 
Finally, Shelley thought that Love was consummated in 
~hat communion where understanding, i:naglnation, and feellng were 
pne. Thus the etfect ot Love was toot union or s,mpathy in which 
~he soul ot man was joined to that ideal prototype of all that is 
~o8t excellent in man. Shelley's own words will summarize and 
~onclude tor us this disoussion on the three-told aspect ot Lovet 
2 Shelley, "Fram the Arabic," Poetica~ Works, 403. 
Thou demandest what is love? .It is that powerful 
attraction towards all that we conceive, or tear, or hope be-
yond ourselves, when we tind within our own thoughts the 
chasm or an insufficient void, and seek to awaken in all 
things that are, a community with what we experience within 
ourselves. • •• This is love. • •• We are born into the 
world, and there is something within us which, from the i~ 
stant that we live, more and more thirsts after its likeness. 
• • • We dimly see within our intellectual nature a minia-
ture as it were ot our entire selt, yet deprived ot all that 
we condemn or despise, the ideal prototype or every thing ex-
cellent or lovely that we are capable ot conceiving as be-
longing to the nature ot man.3 
••• Love, which is rather the universal thirst for a o~ 
munlon not merely of the senses, but of our Whole nature, in-
tellectual, imaginative and sensitive; and which, when in-
dividualised, becomes an imperious necessity, only to be 
satisfied by the complete4or partial, actual or supposed fulfilment of its claims. 
Shelley realized, thepe~e, that man was 1nsufticient 
in himself and that Love was the desire that man had to be in 
communion with what would make up for this insufficiency_ In h18 
pwn private lite Shelley experienced this desire. N. I. White 
.aY8 ot him, "For Shelleyts nature complete 87mpathy was almost a 
~ital necessity; his whole lite and works are a record of his 
search for it. u5 However, since we are interested primarily in 
~helleyts works, let us restriot ourselves to them to see how he 
speaks of Love. 
In the rirst plaoe, in keeping with Shelley's notion or 
3 Shelley, "On Love," lS! Wor~s 2tl. ~. ~hell!ll 41. 
4 Shelley; "A D1scourse on the Manners ••• ," The 
Platoniam £! Shellel, 408. ---
5 White, Portra1t £! Shellel. 149. 
Love as the union of the human mind wit~ i,ts ideal prototype, the 
poet often treats Love as harmony_ (ThiS; ot oourse, will immedi-
ate recall to the reader what has been said ot Supernal Beauty as 
harmony in the last chapter. However, this 1s not the reason 
that I bring up the topic at Love as harmony at this point in the 
present chapter, nor do I mention it prinCipally because Shelley 
~imselt otten spoke of Love as harmony. I have done so rather 
becaus~ harmon,. is a word that better expressed the dynamiC, real 
approach that Shelley took towards Love. It was not something 
purel,. speculative, but something which he believed with his im-
agination and with his whole emotional nature. Lite was instinct 
with the pulae of Love, and Shelley telt it everywhere. As 
~thur Clutton.Srock say8, "He i8 in love, not with a the0rJ, but 
~i th a vision. u6 For him Love was not a word but a 10 rld, and a 
"wind blew trom it laden with its scent. The wind that we hear 
and breathe in his poetry.u7 \AS with Supernal Beauty. so with 
~ove, it 1s a light that burns bright through the mist that seeme 
to hide it~ 
rr~mony, theretore, as a word which is otten applied to 
~usic and to the teelings, seems to be a more accura.te word to 
express "haUl meant by the communion at Love. Indeed" in order 
6 A. Clutton-Srook, "Percy Bysshe Shelley,"' Tima~ ~~t­
erary SUPElemen~, London, July 6, 1922, 433-434. 
7 Ibid. 
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that the strength at feeling and imagi~ation with whlch Shelle~ 
believed in this doctrine of Love may be seen more clearl~, two 
quotations exemplifying them will be made trom Shelley's poetry. 
In the following lines from ?pipSlchidlon, he addresses &melia as 
the ideal prototype whom he loves. ~H Emelia symbo-
lizes "tor the nonce, the other halt of the two-told soul of 
which Plato wrote and in which Shelley still (1821) believed. ne 
This 1s the reason that he addressed her as "Sister" and "Spouse.tf 
[No",1v<p a~w_ ~_~- in the sixth line ot t he quotation he makes re-
~erence to the love of friendship in 1t1ich the lover 1s content 
~lth tears lt these please the beloved. 
Spouse 1 Sister 1 Angell Pilot ot the 
Fate 
Whose course has been 80 starlessl 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • I love thee} yes, I teel 
That on the tountain of my heart a seal 
Is set, to keep lts waters pure and bright 
For thee, since in those tears thou has de-
light. 
We--are we not ro~ed, as notes of music 
are, 
For one another, though dissimilar; 
Such difference without discord as can 
make 
Those sweetest sounds, in which all spirits 
shake 
As trembling lea.ves in a continuous air!9 
The real, ardent manner in which Shelle7 viewed Love is 
also reflected in his Lines W~ittep. iAtno;na; !h! ,Eyanoan :a;11.l.~. In 
8 Peek, Sh~llez ~ Life ~ Work, II, 189. 
9 Shelley, "Epips7ehidion," ?oetlcal Works, 11. 130. 
131, 138-146, 300. 
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this poem there is a beautitul description ot a noon in autumn 
when a mist envelops the land "Like a vaporous amethyst" or an 
"air-dissolved star," and the trost has trodden the plains "With 
his morning-winged teet." The poet further describes the golden 
vines, the flower glimmering at his feet, the ollve-swndalled 
Appenine, and the Alps "whose snows are spread High between the 
clouds and sun." He then remarks how together with his spirit, 
all of them 11e interpenetrated in perfect har-mon7 and are s~ 
bolized in the "swltt stream of song." The last tew lines pro-
tess his ignorance of what makes up the beaut'1 ot it all and ask 
whether it be love, harmony, or something else, reflecting in the 
end on the idealism whlch he sometimes professed. 
And of living things each onel 
And my spirit, which so long 
Darkened this awift stream of song,.-
Interpenetrated 11e 
By the glory of the sky, 
Be it 10 ve, li e:;ht, harmony, 
Odor, or the soul ot all 
Which from heaven like dew doth fall 
Or the mind which teeds thl. verse 
Peopling the lone unlverse.10 
In the discussion of Love thus far it would seem that 
Love and Beauty were two entirely different aspects of Shelley's 
world. Each has been treated separately for the sake of clarity. 
but it would be wrong to think that Shelley so separated them. 
He was too much steeped in the consciousness of the unity of all 
10 Ibid •• "Lines Written Among the Euganean IIills," 
11. 310-319, 30t: 
19 
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things ever to admit that Love and Beau~y were separate reali-
ties. In Prometheu~ ~nbound he represented Asia as the spirit ot 
both Supernal Beauty and Divine Love, and in this same drama, the 
Moon, a lesser but representative light of the Great Absolute, i. 
addressed by Demogorgon .s "beauty, love, calm, harmony."ll thus 
ind1cating the oneness of all these forma. rIn Adonais Shelley 
again~8howed12 that Supernal Beauty 1s synonJlUous with Divine 
tove.C:X doubt that you would not find at least implicit refer-
ence to this habitual attitude of Shelloy towards Beauty and Love 
in all his Platonic poe~ 
The fact that in Shelley Love is identified with Beauty 
warrants even more the use of t he word harmo& to signify Shel-
leyts notion of Love as well as to explain his fequent use at 
music, song, and their accompaniments to symbolize it. for the 
word harmonz carries with it, besides the notion of union of e~ 
pl~.ntarJ parts, the connotation at something beautiful. The 
-
Qxtor~ BASlish Dictionarz states in Its thIrd definition of the 
word harmonz that it means the "combination of parts or details 
.. . • so as to produoe an aesthetioally pleasing effect."ll The 
use or the word aesthetic in this definition is significant for 
our present study, for it shows how Shelley could look upon har-
• I I 
11 ~., "Prometheus Unbound," Act IV, 1. $27, 205. 
~0l2 !!?!s!., "Adonals," !Ln, LIV, 315, 316. 
13 !h! ,Oxford mns11sh Dlctlon!£l, V, 98• 
mony, or any pleasing combination or p~rts, as symbolic ot the 
Great Absolute ot the world. Harmony carries with it the notion 
ot the union ot oomplementary parts, or Love, as well as the 
notion ot the pleasias combination of these parts, or the Beauti-
ful. In his excellent study ot Shelley*s poetry and of his apo-
stolic spirit 1n lite, Solve states very clearly the unity ot all 
the Platonic for.ms in Shelley and further substantiates the use 
of the word parmonz to include allot them: 
Beauty as perfection, or rhythm, or harmony, or light, 
or as the apperception or tham, is Inseparab~e rram love. 
Beauty and love are but two modes or attributes ot harmony, 
the underlying prinp~ple ot the universe; that Which binds 
the world together.~ 
Love, th~understood as h~ony and including Beauty, 
became for Shelley the Supreme Being ot the universe. Love can-
not be separated trom beauty; and Beauty. in its widest sense, 
includes Love. C. Grabo churacterizes Shelley's Love as the 
"primal torce" and the "sole" and "ultimate power ot the worldl15 
Shelley himself wrote to his friend Peacock, "Social enjoyment, 
1n some torm or other is the alpha and omega ot eXistence. u16 
N. I. White, speaking ot Sh~lleyts departure trom the doctrine of 
Necessity, mentions that Shelley.s dootrine ot Beauty was "in 
14 M. T. Solve. Shellez. !!! Theorl £! Poetrz, N. Y., 
1941, 169. 
1936, 
IS C. Grabo, !e! MaSic Plant, Chapel Hill, N. C" 
216, 219. 
16 Shelley, ~ ~etters ~!. ~. Shellez, II, 709. 
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process of being merged in his conceptio~ ot the supreme impor-
tance ot Love, or universal sJmpathy.n l 7 However, 1t would be un. 
true to go 80 far as to sa., that Love excludes all the other Ab-
solute Forms, but merely that "the truest name of that perfection 
called Intellectual Beauty, Liberty, Spirit or Nature, is Love. n18 
For the understanding of some ot Shelley's poetry that 
will be quoted, it i8 important to point out here that Love, or 
mants own high w111, was ot supreme importance also because it 
was the means whereby man was going to tree himselt from tyranny 
and dark slavery_ To appreciate Shelley, one must realize that 
all this lite he was an apostle of social reto~. Soclal reform, 
more than anything else, was his greatest desire in lite. One or 
the means whereby this refo~ was going to be effected was tor 
man to love. He thought that hate was what enslaved man to the 
object of his hate and that on17 Love and patience would deliver 
him. Once again, then, do we see the all-important nature at 
Beauty and Love in Shelley and the reason for his singing their 
praises. 
Nowhere does Shelle~ himself better celebrate the noble 
destiny of Love than 1n the last act ot Prometheus Unboun~. The 
Earth here eulogizes on the interpenetrating, expansive, and en-
lightening nature ot Love. Reoall that Earth and Moon are both 
17 White, Portrait ~ Shell!l, 261. 
18 Bradley, qxror~ Lectures ~ Poetrl. 174. 
symbolic ot some phase at Supernal Beau~y and Love. In tho rol~ 
lowing selection, the Moon is addressed by the Earth as a void 
which i8 tilled by the beauty and love ot the Earth. The passage 
is symbol1c at the nature at man seeking in Love its ideal proto-
type. The Earth weeps and then rejoices over the Moon's tortun8t 
How art thou sunk, Withdrawn, covered, 
drunk up 
By thirsty nothing, as the brakish cup 
~ained by a desert.troop, a little drop tor 
all; 
And tram beneath, around, within, above, 
Filling thy void annihilation, love 
Bursts in like lightlDn caves cloven by the 
thunder-ball' .., 
The Moon, in turn, is thrilled by the lite-giving and beautiful 
nature ot Love. Love mrutes beautiful shapes burst torth on her, 
and Shelley cannot resist adding that ha~ony is in the sea rund 
air. The Moon answers the Earth: 
Gazing on thee I teel, I know 
Green stalks burst torth, and bright 
flowers grow, 
And living shapes upon m'1 bosom move; 
Music is in the sea and air, 
Winged clouds soar here and there 
Dark with the rain new buds are dreaming at: 
'T is love, all love \20 
In the tinal message ot the drama Demogorgon stresses 
the point that Love i8 the panaoea tor human happiness. Observe 
that in the fourth-last line of the tollowing passage Shelle7 re. 
19 Shelley, "Prometheus Unbound," Poetical Works, Act 
IV, 11. 350-355, 202. • , 
20 ~., 11. 363-369, 202. 
verts to his old dread of mutability n~ claims tor Love an un-
dying constancy. 
Love, from its awful throne of patient 
power 
.. .. .. . .. .. ..... . . . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . . .. 
springs 
And tolds over the world its healing wings. 
. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . . 
To love, and bear; to hope till Hope creates 
From its own wreck the thing it contemplates; 
Neither to change~ nor talter, nor repent; 
This, like thy glory, Titan, is to be 
Good, great and joyous, beautiful and freeJ 
This is alone Ltte, Joy, Empire, and Victoryl21 
The foregoing study ot She11eyt s Love has brought us to 
these conclusions: Love,whioh is the union of human nature with 
its ideal prototype, was a supreme being in the Shelleyan world; 
it was best symbolized in the phenomena of harmonYJ\and it was 
not a reality separate from Supernal Beauty but merely a ditferent 
aspeot of the Platonio Absolute. The author would like now to in-
vest.1gate turther the re1a.tionship that Love and Beauty bear 
towards each other.) L~·~i i,i 
-",oj """ i L· F 
\ 
Although Supernal Beauty and Love were not separa.te re-
alities, yet each had to play its own proper funotion. Earlier 
1n this ohapter I m.entioned that goodness, or that excellence 
towards which man teel. it within himself to aspire, was one of 
the causes of Love. Now the word beautz can quite appropriately 
be substituted for the word goodness; for all that is beautiful is 
21 Ibid., 11. 557, 501, 573-578, 206. 
good, beauty merely adding to the notiop of good a cognoscltive 
taculty that delights in the knowledge ot the good. Immediately, 
then, Beauty 1s seen to stand towards Love as a cause to its 
effect. This dialectic, as a matter of tact, is quite in keeping 
with Platonic thought and was accepted by the poet Shelley_ 
Plato's S7!20sium, Which Shelley himself translated, gives a very 
clear idea of the purpose of beauty according to the Platonic 
mind and exemplifies qulte well Shelley's outlook in this matter. 
An analysls ot this work relative to our present discussion can 
be stated quite simply. According to Plato, Love is the desire 
that the Good be forever present to us in constant Inte1lectual 
generation; but the Good 1'1111 not appeal except under t he aspect 
of the Beautiful •. There must be grace and charm in the object ot 
our des1res, or else it cannot entice our Love. This statement, 
almost naive in its simplioity, is all that need be said to under-
stand the all-important role that Beauty plays with respect to 
Love. Thus again we return to our primary emphasiS, the supreme 
importanoe of Beauty. Love, Harmony, whatever else you want to 
call the Supreme Absolute, is inoperative without Beauty. In hi. 
essay On Love Shelley explicitly states that all ugliness must be 
--
ch1seled trom the object ot our desires. N. I. White remarks, 
"Thus Shelley emphasizes his beliet that the human mind can exper-
ience Love, or complete sy.mpathy, only when in the shadow ot late 
lectual beauty • • • • 
,,22 
It we could stop here in our study ot the relationship 
ot Beauty to Love, all would be stmple; but there 1s a corollary 
to th1s relationship whiCh, wh1le in itself qu1te easily under-
stood, yet in its symbol1c compl1cations makes Shelley's poetry 
contusing at time,. Love, as was explained above, has for its 
object the beaut1ful; but in the embrace that takes place between 
Beauty and Love there is generated a new Beauty, which is aga1n 
an object of new admiration and love. Consequently, there starts 
in motion a continuous process ln wnich Beauty and Love, mutually 
acting upon each other, enhance and perfect each other. In the 
~I!E0sl~ there is a happy phrase that very cleverly expresses 
this regenerative funct10n of Beauty. "Beauty," states Diottma, 
"ls, therefore, the Fate. and the Juno Lucina to generation."2) 
In Greek ~hology Juno Lucina is the goddess ot light or rather 
the goddess who brings to l1ght, and hence she 1s s.ptly used to 
f1gure the power which Beauty has to bring to light or generate 
Love. 
Comment1ng on some highly s7tlbolic 1 inaa 1n EJ21ps19h1d-
!£i- lines 86-104, Solve expla1ns them precisely in the manner ot 
the regenerat1ve power or Beauty. "The love ot beauty," he says, 
"Which 18 present 1n the soul at this wonderful being generates 
22 White, Portrait ~ Shellez, 324. 
23 ShelleY'I.~!he Banquet Translated trom Plato," The Platonism of Shelley. ~~. ---
4' 
beauty or makes it possible tor beauty to reproduce Itaelt."24 
Beautiful as are the lines to which Solve reters, I prefer to 
choose another selection trom Prometheus Unbound to illustrate , , 
the recip~ocal movement ot Love and Beauty_ This other passage 
better exemplities the fact that Shelley is not only 8,.bo110, but 
it is the symbolic process itself, as it were, that brings ~An to 
the Absolute Form. Each new embraoe of Beauty and Love 1s really 
symbolic at that Whioh is to come, and so on, up to tho Absolute. 
Quite clearly, tor anyone not acquainted with this procedure, 
Shelley's poetry could become hopelessly entangled_ In the fol-
lowing passage trom Prom~th~u8, the mind of man embraces those 
phantoms ot Beauty that are present 1n the sensible world. Those 
phantoms, of oourse, are but symbols of Beauty itself. Under the 
passion ot ita own love tor these beautiful sensible objects, the 
mind creates by the energy of its love new to~s, the lmaortal 
progeny of the arts. But theae foroms, too, are only shadows and 
mediators ot Beauty whereby, through Love, man reaches that ideal 
archetype ot human nature spoken or throughout this chapter. The 
last few linea retleot again Shelley's boliet In the power ot 
Love to dissolve error and sin. 
And lovely apparitions,--dim at first, 
Then radiant, a8 the mind arising bright 
From the embrace of beaut,. (whence the 
fomus 
Of which these are the phantoms) cast. on 
24 Solve, Shellez, !!! fheo£[ ~ 1oetrz, 167-168. 
them 
The gathered rays which are reality--
Shall visit us, the progeny immortal 
ot Painting, Soulpture, and rapt Poesy, 
And arts, though unimagined, yet to be: 
The wandering voices and the shadow. 
these 
4.1 
Of all that man beoomes, the mediators 
ot that best worship, love, by him and us 
Given and returned; swltt shapes and 
sounds, which grow 
More fair-and sott as man grows wise and 
kind, 
And, veil by veil, evil and error t811.25 
This discipllne by which the mind ascends to Supernal 
Beauty Is, properly, a mark of Platonic dialectics. The Platon-
1st reasons that it he Is to reach that form which i. "at once 
the centre and the circumterencen260f all torms, he must contin-
ually exercise himself in the contemplation ot beautiful objects 
until he reaches the h1ghest object posslble. The tollowing 
select10n from Shelley's translation of the ~1!P0sium ls otten 
quoted, but it cannot be quoted too frequently it one is to under-
stand the poetry of Shelley. 
He who has been disciplined to this point in Love, by co~ 
templating beautiful objects gradually, and in their order, 
now art-iving at the end ot all that concerns Love, on a sud-
den beholds a beauty wonder.ful in its nature. • •• When 
Anyone! ascending from a correct system of Love, begins to 
contemp ate this supreme beauty, he already touches the con-
summation ot his labour. For such as discipline themselves 
upon this system, or are condue ted by another beginning to 
asoend through these transitory objects which are beautiful, 
25 Shelley, "Prometheus Unbound," Poetical Works, Act 
III, Sc. III, 11. 49-02, 192. ~ . 
26 Shelley, "on Life," l:!!! Works 2!..l. j!. Shellez, 55. 
towards that which is beauty it8el~, proceeding as on steps 
from the love of one form to that of two, and from that of 
two, to that of all torms which are beautiful; and trom 
beautitul forms to beautiful institutions, and from insti-
tutions to beautiful doctrines;. until, from the mediation ot 
many doctrines, they arrive at that which is nothing else 
than the doctrine ot the supreme beauty itself, in the knowl. 
edge and contemplation ot which at length they repose. 27 
Prequently enoug~ this successive and exalted contempla-
tion of beautitul forms is expressed symbolically in Shelley's 
poetry. However, as with Love under the aspect ot its ha~onioua 
nature, 110 with Love understood as t he successive contemplation 
or beautiful torms, the process is expressed in its dynamic, vital 
nature and not in its static, purely speculative for.m. Again the 
approach 1s ot a ph1losophical beliet that the poet lived with 
his whole being and that consequently found very passionate and 
imaginative l"elease in his poetry. He never merely contemplates 
a shapel., tree, a gorgeous s:"lnset, the beauty of a man's thought, 
the beautiful coordination and unity of some political creed; but 
he seema to pass through all of them as a bee gathering honey, ex-
panding, growing wings that enable him to soar above into the 
pure, rarit1ed stratosphere ot Supernal Beauty and D1vine Love. 
otten this succession ot contemplation 1s symbol1zed in the roll-
ing, vaporous motion of mist, rain, or cloud, or that of the .nd 
and storm, or perhaps even in the constant panting of the sea. 
Sometimes these thoughts are personified in the form ot people; 
27 Shelley, "The Banquet Tz-anslated trom Plato," The 
Platonism 2!.. Shellel, 449-450. -
~9 
but it is seldom one person or even a ~ew people, but usually un-
resting multitudes, since Shelley was deluged and overwhelmed by 
the onItush of beaut1t'ul thought that bore him onward and afar. 
Sometimes the poet chooses a particular phenomenon of nature 
which, it the reader unde~stands Shelley's general policy, is 
ea8ily recognized. Or it may be that these many different meth-
ods ot sJ,mDollz1ng the contemplation of Love are all thrown to-
gether in a beautiful panorama ot lights and sounds that almost 
sicken the imagihation hardly able to contain them. 
In ,rometheu8 UBboun~ there are same good passages exeKP 
plitJing the vital approach that Shelley took towards this succes-
sive contemplation of beautiful forms. One such passage was 
quoted and explained on pages 17 to 20. Some passages refe~ins 
to the n,mph Panthea also beautifully illustrate this vital 
approach. In none at the authors consulted (Grabo, Hungerford, 
Notopoulos, and White), was there tound a satlsfactoPJ answer to 
the .,mbolic nature of t he two OceanIds, ot whom Panthea is one. 
However the following is an explanation which seems to be well-
fauhded on Shelley's general procedure and the curoumsttDces ot 
the poem. The ocean 18 otten used by Shelley to symbolize the 
human mind.28 Now Panthea is an Ocean1dJ and so Panthea, who i. 
addressed by Asia as a sister and hence 18 merely a lesser light 
of Supernal Beauty and Divine Love, 1s 81Dlbalic ot any poet or 
-
1 i 
28 White, Portrait of Shelley, 329. 
imaginative mind that partioipates in tpe winged, oontemplative 
discipline spoken ot above. This interpretation gains even more 
plausibility by the function that Panthea plays 8.S the messenger 
between Asia, symbol ot Supernal Beauty, and Prometheus, sy.mbol 
ot human nature. It Panthea be explained tn this manner, it is 
not "intolerably bad poetry"29 tor her to be addressed by Asia in 
the following worda: 
• • • hear I not 
The Aeolian music ot her set-green plumes 
WinnOwing the crimaon dawn?JO 
It 1s merely an imaginative, musical description ot the human 
. . 
mind seeking out Supernal Beauty. But think, it possible, all 
that is behind these few lInes' The general movement and senae 
ot the lines expresS an upward tlight; and this, together with 
the WON Winnowles. which connotes the successive flap at wings 
by whioh the Oceanid makes her wa1, symbolizes the mindts quest 
tor Supernal Beauty_ The words mus~o, sea-sreen. and orimaon 
flood the sensea with the beauty of the soene. But 'lhy does Shel-
ley speak ot the music ot the tlapping wings f Is suoh 8. noise 
musioal, especiallT verT musical, whioh is obviously intended by 
the use ot the word ~eolian? No doubt it is an idealized conoept, 
and the noise is called musical because music symbolizes for Shel-
.1 
II, Sc. 
2.9 Hungerford, Shore.8 !i!! De.:r:kp.es,s, 189. 
30 She1le7, "Prometheus Unbound," Poetic~l Works, Aot 
I,ll. 25-27, 179. 
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ley the harmony of Supernal Beauty and ~ove. Admittedly this is 
difficult poetry. but it has purpose and beauty to it. 
This successive ond exalted contemplation ot beautiful 
torms is well expressed in another ot Shelley's poems, Prince 
Athanas.. There the thoughts of man are s,mbolized as unrestlng 
1 J 
lnultitudes. They are said to be ignited and to be forced to roll 
afar by a secret power, Which is understood to be Love and Super-
nal Beauty. Fu,rther on in the poem Love is said to be that radi-
ance which invested the rolling ocean and soared among the towers 
ot men, symbolic of the light that illuminated the mind in its 
contemplation of Beauty. 
And through his sleep, and Of er each 
waking hour, 
Thoughts after thoughts, unresting mul-
titudes, 
Were driven '911 thin him, by some secvet 
power, 
Which bade them blaze, and live. and roll 
afar, , 
Like lights and sounds, tro;lhaunted 
tower to tower • • • .~~ 
Throughout this present chapter I have been speaking ot 
Divine Love, a highly spiritual and supra-sensible object. In the 
prevIous chapter the subject at discussion was, for the most part, 
another such supra-sensible object, Supernal Beauty. It you re-
call, the chapter on Supernal Beauty began with a treatment ot 
sensIble beauty, and it is with a stmilar topic that I will close 
31 Ibid., "prince Athanase," Part I,ll. 6.5-69, 426. 
-
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this chapter, Shelley's Love was all-embracing, The smallest, 
most insignificant refleotion of Beauty was never disdained. Mis. 
guided as he was, this was the reason tor his doctrine on matri-
mony. This, however, we can pass over in silence and go on to 
his love ot sensible beauty in the garden of nature. Even though 
in Shelley's later days he fluctuated in his enthusiasm tor the 
beauties ot nature, yet up to the end there were moments when he 
could not help but be moved by them. N. I. White gives a very 
good acoount ot thls enthusiasm which is well worth quoting. It 
reters to a Pisan sunset in the land ot Italy, that country Which 
was the inspiration ot Shelleyts greatest poetry. 
He was equally intense in his reaotion to physical beauty. 
Many times he and Medwin watched a gorgeous Pisan sunset 
trom their upper windows and saw the grtm pr1son ot the 
Torre del Fame turn to a bright gold, At suoh times Shelley 
seemed completely dead to his immediate surroundings in merg-
ins himself with the beaut,. of the scene. Returning to him-
selt he would exclaim: "What a gorgeous world' There is, 
after all, something worth living !or~2 This makes me retract 
the wish that I had never been born,".) 
In a letter written durIng April, 1818, a date earlier 
than the one referred to 1n the preoeding quotation, Shelley wrote 
that his "chief pleasure in lIte 1s the contemplation ot nature , 
, •• "33 Someone might well ask why he could be very much moved 
by the beauty ot nature when his chie! desire in lite was the con. 
templation and love ot Supernal Beauty. My answer 18 two-told. 
32 White, Portrait ~ S~ellex. 382-383. 
33 Shelley, ~.tters ~!.~. Shellex, II. 601. 
First, all nature was s~bolic for She~le1 in the sense that it 
actually took the place ot Super.nal Beauty, and henee it took on 
a sacramental character that deserved great respect. Moreover, 
as long as nature remained srmbolic, it could move him with the 
same intense Love with which Supernal Beauty itself would. Healll 
what he desired in nature was not the external torm but the spirit 
within, Supernal Beauty. Secondly. Shelley was never quite sure 
that the human spirit could view Supernal Beauty in its naked 
for.m. The high noon of the sun aotuall., blinds us, and it is onlY 
in the lesser lights of dawn and sunset that we get a glimpse ot 
the sunt s gradeur. In the a nme wa"1 nature gave Shelley that 
gltmpse of Supernal Beauty which face to face with it he could 
not have seen.34 Actually it was the only way in which he could 
come in contact with it. As was mentioned in the Introduction, 
all knowledge cames through the senses, and 80 these in some way, 
at least, had to be the medium of his quest for and love ot 
Supernal Beauty_ Sensible reality might seem to have a purpose 
ot its own, but for Shelley it was always diverted into that s~ 
bolic function that tbe author of this theai. has been at labor 
to explain in these chapters. So much, in fact, was Shelley de-
pendent on sensible nature tor his realization ot Supernal Beauty 
that it was there that he felt he either possessed or lost It.35 
-
34 Sbelley, "The Sensitive Plant," Poetical Work., 
Part III, 11. 134-137, 377-
.... Jr; Ibid ..... "The Zucea .. " V ... L.~. 
This dependence on nature se~ms hardly to require proof, 
so filled with imagery is Shelley's poetry. Yet a quotation may 
be in place. In IE! Sens1tive !lant, Shelley speaka of a beauti-
ful garden where the Spirit of Love is felt everywhere. To de-
scribe this presence of Love he paints a beautiful picture of 
tlowers and other plants. Here are a few excerpts from the poem. 
Previous analyses make an explanation for them unnecessary, ex-
cept to say that the SensItive Plant is Shelley himself. 
And the Spring arose on the garden fair, 
Like the Spirit of Love felt everywhere; 
And each flower and herb on Earth's dark 
breast 
Bose trom the dreams of its wintry rest. 
. . 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • The snowdrop, and then the violett 
Arose from the ground with warm rain wet, 
And their breath was mixed with fresh 
odor, sent 
From the turt, like the voice and the i~ 
strument. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • And the hyacinth purple, and white. and 
blue, 
Which flung from its bells a sweet peal 
anew 
Of music so delicate, soft, and intense, 
It was felt like an odor within the senae; 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • And the jessamine faint, and the sweet 
tube-rose, 
The sweetest flower for scent that blowsl 
And all rare blossoms from every climt 
Grew in that garden in perfect prime.36 
In conclusion, therefore, Love takes on in all its vary-
36 Shelley, "The Sensitive Plant," ,Poetical 'Vorks, Pattt 
I, 11. 5-8, 13-16, 25-28, 37-40, 372. 
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ing degrees and functions an aura of gr~ce and dignity. It aims 
not at what is base or selfish but at what is noblest in man, 
man's ideal prototype, Moreover, because beauty and love go hand 
in hand and act on each other reciprocally, man does not scorn the 
brilliance of lesser beauties, but uses them as touchstones 
towards the attainment o~auty in its most elevated form. 
Shelley felt all this passionately and tried to pattern 
his life atter his beliefs. For this reason he lived his thoughts 
and aimed in his poetry to mirror his lite. This vital approach 
injected into his poetry an apostolic spirit and it also was the 
principal reason why we chose to refer to his notion of Love as 
harmon,.._ 
Finally Love, as an all-embracing form including in its 
real-world function the notion of Beauty, became for Shelley the 
Supreme Being. The lack of Love in the world was w hat he most 
decried, and when singing its praises he seems to become most elo-
quent, (A fitting conclusion to this chapter on Love is a stanza 
from Adonais in which Shelley Sings of the all-pervasive nature ot 
Beauty and Love and ormants possession of them in death. 
That Light whoae smile kindles the Uni-
verse, 
That Beauty in which all things work 
and move, 
That Benediction which the eclipsing 
Curse 
or birth can quench not, that sustaining 
Love 
Which through the web of being blindly 
wove 
By man and beast and earth and air and 
--
sea, 
Burns bright or dim, as each are mirrors 
or 
The tire for whlch all thirst, now boams 
on me, 
Consuming the last clouds ot cold mortallty.37 
37 ~., "Adona1s," LIV, 316. 
CHAPTF--R IV 
THE IMAGINATION AS AN OBJECT 
OF SHELLEY'S SnmOLISM 
• 
The arg~ment of the last two chapte~s has b~ought us to 
the realization that Shelley attempted in his poet~7 to symboli •• 
two highly sublime objects, Supernal Beauty and Divine Love. In 
addition, it has impressed on us the fact that this symbolization 
was not merely a fanciful escapade with which Shelley dive~ted 
and relaxed himself from the more se~iou8 buslness of 11te. They 
were the g~eat realities of lite, the only th1ngs that mattered. 
Consequently, he would never be content w1th a partial understand-
ing of them nor of the means for attaining them, even though he 
~new that this teeling of discontent could never be entirely dis-
pelled in this lite. Seeing then that these sublime objects ot 
Beauty and Love 1fI"apped themselves in a misty shroud and must be 
symbolized to be known, the mind immediately infers that there 1. 
Some faculty that acts as a medium througb wbien it arrive. at a 
~nowledge of t hem. In tl'Ue Romantic fa.shion, Shelley believed 
that this medium. was the imagination; and so .. it our knowledge of 
Shelley's Supernal Beauty and Love 1s to approach even a sketchy 
tort ot completeness, we must investigate this taeutly and Shel-
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ley's symbolization of it. 
In the beginning of this treatment on the imagination, 
an important d.istinction must be made to insure ourselves once 
again against those who would want to place Shelley off in his 
ivory tower. This distinction is that between the imagination 
and the fancy. There are various distinctions made between these 
two faculties, by Romantics and non-Romantics alike. The distinc-
tion used here will be, tor t he most part, a combination ot S. T. 
Coleridge's and Father Charles Coppens's, a distinction that tita 
best Shelley's not1on of the imagination. The imagination is 
ordinarily understood to be the poetic faculty_ The fancy, on the 
other hand, 1s the make-believe faculty, that power of ingeniously 
origInating unreal situations and people which provoke interest 
preCisely because they are unreal. Its creat1 ons may contain a 
~atent truth, but in general it 1s preoccupied with the unreal. 
~oreover, there seems to be no genius at work in the productIons 
01.' tancy, but only the clever m1nd at work to put together unre-
~ated objects that have at most only wn accidental connection with 
pne another. Thus we might say that tanc,.. s finished product 
~wa18 lacks an organic unity and is not suffused with that in-
spiration of great art which makes its creations universally true. 
The imagination. however, has fov its object the truth. 
~l'anted that it does not present us with merely a wooden repro-
duction; yet its object 1s the real world, however diffevently 
~18 real world is explained by particular men. Indeed, the 
... 
------------------........... 
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imagination succeeds in giving us a better insight into the real 
orld than an actual reproduction would, and this is one reason 
hy its creations are called beautiful. The truth of this a.sser-
t10n has been proved too otten to necess1tate our delaying on it 
Any good book on aesthetics will present the argu-
ents, and a more detailed explanation of the imagination will be 
olded as we progreds in our study of Shelley's own understand-
ing of it. 
According to Shelley, the human cognoscltlve power, 
taken in its general sense, has Q two-told taculty, the reason and 
the imagination. The reason stores wi thin i taelt all th.e impres-
sions made on the senses and can reproduce them. The imagination~ 
on the other hand, can select and. remske these s tared impressions 
into new patterns or exceeding great excellence ~md beauty. The 
imag1nation may also call into its service other objects with 
which the observer is ta.m1.1ial' and by comparisons with them make 
his inventIons more affective. These new patte~s, however, are 
not divorced trom the real world. It is still a mountain, a 
river, a oloud, a flower, a human being, or some other suoh object 
originally known by reason that the imagination pictures. How-
ever, this original object, reached through the reason, is 
ticularized by the elective and synthetic power of the imaginatio 
that one sees this torm with greater clarity than is ordinarily 
eXperienced. The mind, as it were, casts on the original object 
IllumInating ray. that show us realIty in Its noo~da7 brilliance. 
-
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s the final result 1s always the sam~, to 11ft the veil cover-
ng reality. This properly is what Shelley meant when he said 
hat the artist creates something beautiful. It is not that 
eauty is not already there, but our sluggiSh and blinded racul-
les are too weak to percelve It. This Shelley explioity expres-
ed when he said that poetry "strips the veil ot familiarity tram 
world, and lays bare the naked and sleeping beautt whlch is 
spirit of its torma."l 
The 'oregotng explanation makes us realize once again 
hat Shelley dld not deny the world of sense. He was an ldealist; 
ut as most ideallsts, he thought that the mind, in the inception 
r any lntellectual process, had at least an idea ot a senslble 
The reasoning power of the soul had a multitude ot such 
prossions, all scattered notions unrelated as yet and not har-
anJ beautiful faMa. This ~a8oning power, moreover, 
d this type of analytlcal knowledge also ot higher spheres or 
xistence, such as truth, law, virtue, and love. But again, all 
knowledge was of no real value untll it had been synthesLzed 
an integral, organic, beautiful whole. To the imagination 
elonged this sublime right of coo~ination and har.mony. Earlier 
thesis I spoke of the wo~d harmonl as an apt expression 
jolnt tunction of beauty and love on each othe~, and here 
is fItting that we dub the imagination the faculty that 
Shelley, "A Defense of Poetry," ~ Works £!!_ !_ 
p.armonizes. In the words or Solve, "It. is the imag'lnation which 
~pprehends the relationships ot things and ideas, and which per-
~aives the betore unknown harmonies and beauties ot the world.,,2 
The tmaginatlon, in such movements of harmonizing, is 
pot always consciousot the a ssociations and beaut.,. that '1 t i8 
~pinnlng. As though. wrapped in ita own dark oacoon, the imag1na-
vion doesn't realize what has been taking place until the tinal 
~reation breaks the bounds between the subconscious and the co~ 
tcious and finds expression in the poetlc thought. This, of 
~ourse, i8 nothing more than the muse spoken ot by the poets, the 
~nspiration that at times comea and at times doesn't come. We do 
~ot 8eem to have any direct control over it. Because of this 
~ack ot control and because of the unconscious work that the mind 
pertorms, Shelle.,. sometimes spoke a.s though this pa:rt of his 
p.uman lite were not real17 a part of himself. It is that other 
elf, !h!.!.!!!., !!.2! a!.!l!, and other such phrases tha.t have been re-
~erred to. This distinction appears in Shelley's prose and poet-
~oal works as well. Classical exmnples can be easily detected in 
~uch popular lyrics like I2 .! S,kllar}c and ~ !2. l!.!! !!.!.!! !!!!! as 
~ell as in the more exclusive17 symbolio poems like Prometheu8 YS-
pound. Writlng to Mr. and Mrs. G1sborne, JUly 19, 1921, Shelley 
said that the poet and the man are two different natures, hUmbly 
~etting aside any clatm of being a poet himself: 
2 Solve, Shelle:, B!! Theo£l ~ Poetrz. 157-158. 
The poet and the man are two dlft'erent natures; though the,. 
exist together, they may be unconscious 01" each other, and 
incapable of decidiIlg on each other. s powers and efforts by 
anT retlex act. The decision of the cause, whether or no I 
am a poet, 1s removed from the present time to the hour when 
our posterity shall assemble; but the court is a very severe 
one, and I tear that the verdict will be, "auilty--deathl"3 
At this point the reader can understand why Shelley put 
such great store 1n the 1mag1nat1on. It wasthe faculty that made 
possible all that he held most sacred 1n 11fe. Beauty and Love. 
It 1s the imagination, in the f1rst place, that creates the single 
[beautiful form. It is the spingboard, therefore, trom which the 
Platonic dialectic takes its origin. Moreover, this dialectic 
cannot continue unless the imagination again comes in to create 
tram these lesser torms a greater beauty. and so an up to the 
most beautiful torm, thus playing an "integl'ating 1'01e between the 
particular and its Platonic arehetype."~ The imagination, accord-
ingly, is the means whereby the human spirit mounts tl'am the low. 
er world ot lesser beauties to the upper world ot Divine Love and 
Beauty. 
In addition to this exceedingly impol'tant oft'ica that 
the imagination pertorms, it is also the means whereby love is 
possible. Myopio moralists, according to Shelle,.., took a. near-
slfAted outlook on l1te. They were always analyzing the complet-
ed effect of love and virtue-.the finished product. Shelle,. 
3 Shelley, "Letters tram Italy," The Works 01" P. B. 
149. - -- -Shell_x. 
4. Notopoulos,.!!!! 'platonism !i!.. Shelle:, 335. 
hought that there were not lacking enQugh doctrines and relig-
ons that were good, but the good as such never appeals. Follow-
ng the Platonism ot tlle Sl!P0si~, he reasoned that Love was 
eeded but that Love was impossible without Beauty, which i8 the 
reation ot the imagination. In connection with 81181181'8 notion 
ot the Supreme Being, the poet concluded that his emphasis on the 
imagination reached the indirect cause ot virtue and love. For 
the imagination torms the most perfect image ot the human spirit, 
which is the cause ot Love as explained in Chapter III. Further-
ore, the imagination also enters into the fruition ot Love be-
cause it is in the imagination that manta most pertect selt and 
its prototype are joined together in perfect harmony. Thus Shel-
ley claimed that man's preeminence resided not in his moral or 
intellectual nature but in his imagination. In the same way the 
reading and writing of poetry, taken in its widest sense, was the 
best intellectual discipline that man could undergo, because this 
exercised the imagination. An authoritative statement tram C. M. 
Bowra's rather recently published book, Ie! Raman~ Imasination, 
will conclude this lengtb7 but necess~ formal presontation ot 
Shelleyts doctrine on the imagination. 
Shelley saw that though the poet may hardly notice the 
visible world, he none the less uses it as material to cre-
ate independent beings which have a superi~r degree ot re-
ality_ Nor did he stop at this. He saw that reason must 
somehow be related to the imagination, and he decided, in 
contradistinction to Wordsworth, that its special task is 
simply to "analJae the given and to act as an instrument tor 
the imagination, which uses its conclusions to create a syn-
thetic and har.monious whole. He calls poetry "the expres-
sion of the lmagination#" because ~n it divers things are 
brought together in harmony instead of being separated 
through analysis. • •• he insists that the imagination is 
man's highest faculty and through it he realizes his noblest 
powers,S 
If Shelley had such a high opinion ot the imagination 
and considered it as so indispensable in the realizatIon ot Beauty 
and Love, it would not be SUl"pri81ng to tind that he spoi:e about 
it in his poetry. This conclusion becomes even more probable 
when we realiz. that Shelley had in his poetry a message ot salva-
tion to deliver to mankind. The ~gination was an integral 
~acet ot this salvation and hence should rightly be an integral 
part ot the poet's celebration ot it in his works. This a priori 
suspicion becomes an authenticated tact when a careful reading 1. 
made ot Shelley's poetry. Theretore each ot the steps in the pre-
vious delineation of the imagination w1ll be taken in order, to 
show how this indeed is the case. The imagination will be exem-
plifIed as revealing reality. creating beauty, harmonizing all 
forms into an integral whole, unconsciously doing all these things 
and being the cause of Love in man. 
One of the first observations made about the imaginatiot 
w .. that it was concerned with reality and not with mere fanciful 
illusions. Tnis statement, true as it is, becomes somewhat dif-
ticult to explain when we realize that Shelley was, It seems evi-
dent, an idealIst. Shelley tranklJ acknowledged this in his 
A' 
5 c. M. Bowra, The Romantic Imas1nation, Cambridge, 
Ma88., 1949, 20-21. -
assa,. ~ Y!!. "I am one of those,- he- .aid, "who am unable to 
aruse my assent to the conclusions of thOse philosoph~l"s who 
assert that nothing exists but as it i8 perceived."6 Yet an 
idealist, in WX'1ting poetr,., would sti11 tr,. to lift the veil 
rom l"ea11t,., the reality we know as t:ree., animals, md so torth, 
whether this realit,. was in the mind o~ outside the mind. Shel-
le7 himself would be the first to adlflit tbis, insistent as he was 
on the unity or all things. In his §I>ecul.atipns, 9.!'! :r.teta,IPZ8iO.s 
he said: 
It imports little to inquil"e whethe:r thought be distinct 
trom the objects of thought. T1l8 U.se ot the words external 
and internal, aa applied to the establishment of thIs ala-
tinction, Eas been the symbol a~d the source ot much dispute. 
This i8 merel,. an aftair ot wordS, and 8.S the dispute de-
serves, to sa'1, that when speaking o£ the objects ot thought, 
we indeed onl'1 describe one ot the .rO~8 ot thought--or that 
speaking of thought, We on17 apprebe~ one of the operations 
of the universal system ot beingS.1 
.. 
The last sentence in the above quotation :1.8 somewbat involved, 
but it means merel,- that it imports little whether ,-ou make what 
we would call sensible reali tJ a part ot the mind or not, so long 
as the objects or thought and thought itse1t are bound together 
into the woor and warp ot the entire universe. 
It would have been unnecesss.r7 to bring up this topic 
of Shelley's ideal1am at this point e$cept that his poetic de-
scriptions ot the work of the imaginatiion on the world of real! t7 
-
6 Shelley, "On Lito," !!:! !ork:.s .!i! l,. 11. Shellez, 55. 
7 ~., "Speculations on _etap!17sics," 61. 
are tinged with just enough of this ide~lism to be contusing or 
even' misleading, again making Shelley appear unrealistic. 
Obvious17, since there was such great unity in all Shel-
ley's thought and since Beauty, Love, and the imagination were in-
~eparab17 linked together, many ot the quotations already used 
make explicit mention ot this function of the 1:m.agination. Here ad 
especially the quotation on page 38 and that on pages 4~7. Al-
though this purpose ot the imagination is often taken tor granted 
and only indirectly applied, there are other examples as well. 
Pavorlte symbols in allot these examples are those ot a veil and 
~ light. Note that light is the predominate tigure used in the 
~ollowing lines trom Eplpsychidion: 
••• tt is like thy light 
Imagination' which, trom earth and sky 
And from the depths ot human fantasy, 
As trom a thousand prisms and-mirrors, 
fl11s 
The Universe with glorious beams, •••• 8 
The second function of the imagination which Shelley 
8rmbo1ized in his poetry was its c~eatlon ot beauty, exemplified 
quite well in ~ Sen~itive Plant. This poem begins with a luxur-
ious deacription ot a garden in which is planted the Sensitive 
Plant, emblematic ot Shelley himself. The Sentitive Plant is 
said to have loved excessively the beautiful which pervade. the 
garden. A Power, also called a Lady, is next described as ten4ins 
8 Shelley, "Epipsychidion," Poet1ca~ Works, 11. 163-
167, .301. 
the garden throughout the day. She is ~ymbolic ot Supernal 
Beauty itselt, which nurtures all the participated beauty in the 
world. Immediately after introducing this Lady, Shelley tells us 
how she came to be molded and tormed, and his description is uni 
te11igible except in the light of the creative imagination. He 
tells us in the tollowing stanza that it was a lovely mind, ex-
panding under the awell ot its creative tmpulae, that shaped her 
into the wonder ot her kind. 
A Lady, the wonder of her kind, 
Whose to~ was upborne by a lovely mind 
Which, dilating, had molded her mien 
and motion 
Like a sea-tlower ~olded beneath the 
ocean, •••• 
It is not mere accident that Shelley compares this cre-
ation of Beauty by the mind to the unfolding ot a sea-tlower be-
neath the ocean's sway. The ocean is used over and over again to 
symbolize the mind, and a sea-flower unfolded by its undulationa 
i. representative of the mind's creation ot Beauty. 
The imagination was also said to harmonize all forms 
into an integral Whole. Attention has already. been drawn to the 
tact that in the drama rrometheu~ Unbound the Spirits symbolize 
the creative moods of man. Moreover, these moods, or Spirits, 
are the product of the human mind. Besides stating this explici 
1y in such words a8 "the Spirits of the human mind," Shelley re-
fers indirectly to it in the many dialogues that are had among 
9 Ibid., "The Sensitive Plant," Part II. 11. 5-8, 374. 
these Spirits. They are always light, .airy, phantom-like elves 
~lumed with fire and invested with glows and shadows that mark 
them unmistakingly as s,mbolic of human consciousness. Near the 
end ot this playa Chorus ot these Spirits and ot the Hours, who 
symbolize the emphemera1 forms of nature, join in a song ot mJstic 
~elody that signifies the union and harmony established between 
them in the imagination of man: 
Then weave the web of the mystic 
measure 
From the depths'ot the skr and ends 
et the earth, 
Come, swift Spiri~8 ot might and ot 
pleasure, 
Fill the dance and music ot mirth 
As the waves ot a thousand streams rush 
by . 
To an ooean of splendor and har.monYllO 
The unconscious element involved in the 1magination's 
creations is the fourth aspect that will be demonstrated. This 
unconscious element has a multiplicity of applications, and hence 
must not be given too restricted an interpretation. For Shelley, 
it pertains to all the operations ot the mind whioh are inexplic-
able, whether those in dreams or sleep, whetb~ those connected 
with associations made b7 the mind from stored impressions, or 
whether mere17 those hidden operations ot conscious thought itself 
In his essa7 SEeculatloDs ~ ~et~29l!ics, he paints in poetic 
terms these obsoure caverns ot thought: 
10 Ibid., "Prometheus Unbound," Act IV, 11. 129-134, 
But thought can .th difficulty vi.it the intricate and wind-
ing chambers which it inhabIts. It i8 like a river whose 
rapid and perpetual stream flows outwards;--like one in 
dread who speeds through the recesses of some haunted pile, 
and dares not look behind. The caverns of t he mind are ob-
scure, and shadowy! or pe~vaded with a lustre, beautifully 
bright indeed, but shining not beyond their portals.ll 
These enigmatic operations of the imagination were 
often symbolized in the vapors, mists, shadows, and other halt-
light figures used in Shelley's poetry. Some of these figures 
are suggested in the Quotation given from his ~pecu~ationa ~ 
Metaphysics. The gossamer-spun lyric, The Witch ~ Atlas, has a 
rather long passaae, stanzas LVII to LXXVII, that also deBcribe 
this unseen wark that forms beautiful imagery in the mind of man. 
In this poem the Witch acts the part of a beautiful Lady, none 
other than Supernal Beauty herself, who passes through the world 
casting spells over everything. But her chief sport is to visit 
the spirits ot human beings; and what is very signifioant, she de-
lights to do so mostly in the shadow of the night and in the 
hours of sleep. It was at these times that she mingled her Spirit 
with those of mortals. One of these stanzas is quite reminiscent 
of the oavern and chamber type of figures used -in the SpeCUla ... 
tion~ £2 MetaRhxsics. Atter stating that SUpernal Beauty, or the 
Witch, delights most to sport in the hours ot sleep, Shelley co~ 
pares her motion to that at a gentle breeze that deepens sleep. 
11 Shelley. "Speculations on Metaphysics," !E! Work~ 
££ £. ~. Shelle:, 60-01. 
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Then she is pictured as passing through. the haunts and chambers 
ot mankind, scattering visions which clearly are of beautiful 
ftornla. The chamberstbrough which the magic Lady passes may seem 
extra-mental to the unsuspecting reader; but in view of the 
fusion which Shelley made between the external and internal world, 
the activity described here takes place in the mind. The reader 
must be cautioned likewise against contusing the parts that both 
Beauty and the imagination take in the creation ot these visions. 
SUpernal Beauty and the imagination are co-causes. The visions 
take place in the imagination, but the creative imagination re-
ceives inspiration from on high and also participates in the di-
vine nature of Supernal Beauty. Hence results the frequent over-
lapping ot these notions. With this explanation the following 
stanza becomes clear. 
280. 
With motion like the spirit ot that wind 
Whose soft step deepens slumber, her 
light teet 
Passed through the peopled haunts ot 
humankind, 
Scattering sweet visions trom her 
presence sweetJ 
Through tane and palace-court and laby-
rinth mined • 
With many a dark and subterranean 
street 
Under the Nl1e, through chambers high and 
deep . 
She passed, observing mortals in thelr sleep.12 
The final function of the imagination which the author 
12 Shell.,., "The Witch of Atlas," Poetical Works, LX, 
~ishes to show Shelley as portraying in his poetry is its partic-
ipation in the productionot Love. Now Love, as the author was 
at pains to show in Chapter III, was the panacea of earthly 
wrongs and the regenerative torce in the world. But where does 
this Love take place? In manls imagination, Shelley reasoned, 
because Supernal Beauty 1s found in mants imagination; and henee 
this became the theme ot most ot his poetry. Solve corroborates 
this opinion in his statement, "Regeneration through the power ot 
the mind is the theme ot most ot his poems •••• "13 Recall that 
Love consists essentially in the union ot man'a most perfect selt 
with his ideal prototype. The passages in which he makes reter-
ence to this most perfect self created in manta imagination are 
quite numerous. The poem Ep12s1!~idipn, as its title indicates, 
makes many remarks about a soul within the soull and Shelley in a 
. . 
note to this poem said this soul, or his most perfect selt, was 
created by htm 10 his own thoughts. Prometheus Unbound. is also 
, J • 
tilled with expressions and figures ot the same connotation. The 
number ot instances in which this recurs is too great to demand 
• 
a quotationJ and since the reader has already been over-burdened 
with quotations, a conolusion to this chapter i8 now in place. 
In the tirst act ot Prometheus Unbound one of the 
. 
Spirits who represent the thoughts ot man sings a fanciful lyric 
that neatly digests most ot what this chapter has tried to set 
1.3 Solve, ~hellel' !!!. ,Theorl' 2! Poetr.z. 88. 
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~orth. Perhaps this song will be best appreciated if the lines 
are first quoted and afterwards explained. 
On a poet's lips I slept 
Dreaming like a love-adept 
In the sound his breathing kept; 
Nor seeks nor finds he mortal blisses, 
But teeds on the aerial kisses 
ot shapes that haunt thought's wildernesses. 
He wlll watch from dawn to gloom. 
The lake-reflected sun lllume 
The yellow bees in the ivy-bloam, 
Nor heed nor see, what things they be; 
But fram these create he can 
Forms more real than li vtng man, 
Nurslings of lmmortalityt 
One of these awakened me, 11. 
And I sped to succor thee. * 
Notice that the Spirit first acquaints us with the tact 
~hat he has Slept on a poet's lips and that shapes haunt thought's 
!wildernesses, and these figurative expressions tell us that in 
~an's mind thoughts are often formed unconsciously_ There seems 
ito be no direct reference made to the harmonlsing activit,. of the 
imag1nation, but it 1s implied in the sound image~ of the third 
~1ne. Next the Spirit informs us that the poet uses sensible re-
ality to create forms more :real than livlng man, and this eplto-
• 
~laes for us what was said about the imaginatlont s revealing real-
ity and creating Beauty_ Finally the Spirit makes an observation 
not yet commented on, namely, that these forma are what bring 
about immortality_ This remark about immorta11ty has a direct 
14 Shelley. "Prometheus Unbound," Poetical ~o~ks, Act 
I,ll. 737-751, 177. 
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bearing on Love and requires a somewhat ~ore lengthy explanation. 
Acoording to the doctrine ot the S]!208ium, immortality 
itse1t oonsists in this, that the Good should be forever present 
to us in constant intelleotual generation. Consequently such a 
remark as the one about immortality is understandable only within 
the panoramic scope at She1ley.s view an Love_ For since Love is 
the desire of the Good and the Beautiful, the Good cannot be ab. 
solute unless it is present in the mind oonstant1y_ The SYmE0s-
~ places the argument in these words, "It neoessari1y, tram 
what has been confessed, tallows, that we must desire immortality 
together with what is good, since Love is the desire that good be 
tor ever present to us."l5 Hence beautiful forms are nurslings 
of immortality because they are the cause ot Love, end it is the 
insatiable desire tor these forms that keeps the imagination at 
man immortal. A rather odd way to arrive at a beliet in immor-
tality, you might S8Y, but thoroughly oonsonant with Shelley's 
other beliets. 
No doubt this last quotation has been impress! va by 
• 
reason of its concentrated thought. Thia was often Shelley's way 
as was noted in the Introduction to this theais. n. was always 
in media~!!!_ Perforce Shalley's thought had to be divided into 
small segments in order that it might be understood. In the last 
15 Shelley, "The Banquet of Plato," !h.!. Works E!. !- 1!. 
ShelleI, 31+_ 
~ 
chapter the author or this thesis will ~ry to pIece together 
these segmenta, a more difficult task than that or dividing them; 
~ut a task incumbent on him it he is to be tair to the spirit of 
Shelley's poetry. 
• 
CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION 
The chapters ot this thesis have presented in orderly 
torm three principal objects ot Shelley's symboliSM and have sup-
plied examples demonstrating how he actually did symbolize these 
objects. ot necessity, the author had to go into some detail in 
explaining the nature ot these objects, tor it was only by this 
means that the 8,mbol. th~selv88 could be understood. strange 
as it may seem, it is the best way tor anyone to begin a reading 
ot Shelley, tor the imagery is too extensive to make permissible 
a listing or the spWolic meaning of each image, Shell a,. , s main 
philosophioal beliets, on the other hand, are oomparatively tew; 
and once these are understood, most of t he imagery can be recog-
nized rather easl1y, This Is not to say that his ,poetry can be 
read rapidly, like a nursery rime, for admittedly sJmbolic poetry 
has its inherent difficultles; nor is it a claim that allot Shel. 
1eY'a poetry can be understood with just the doctrine elucidated 
in this thesis. Neverthele,ss, most ot Shellqt s poetry does be-
come clear in the lisbt at this doctrine, There are some passage. 
based on intricate e1assicnl mythology. tor instance, that would 
require a professional's understanding of this mythology to inter-
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Moreover, Shelley himself adm1tt~d that in his poetry ot 
years he aimed pu~osely to write for a special elite clas~ 
Ie did not think that the majority of people would understand his 
etic numbers. Yet he was thoroughly convinced of the insepar-
able unity ot nIl things and all beliets, and consequently a 
nowledge ot his mnin tenets makes his poetry understandable even 
ordinary person. A conclusion pointing out this unity 
ot greater interest than a mere recapitulation ot what 
as already been said. The author will show this unity by taking 
each ot the points established with regard to Supernal Beauty and 
setting torth how intimately they are bound together with the 
other two objects, Love and the Imagination. In this chapter the 
word 1maSinatlon will be capitalized, tor it will be seen here 
how closely this taculty is allied to Love and Supernal Beauty_ 
During the course or his explanatIon on Supernal Beauty, 
the author has brought out the tact that sensible beauty was not 
ot interest to Shelley except in so tar as this aspeot ot reality 
brought htm closer to Supernal Beauty. Yet this sensible beauty 
deserved a certain amount ot respect and Love, to~ inaSMUch as 
the Imagination made it take on the beauty that it possessed, in 
part this sensible beauty was a mi~ror or mants most pertect se~ 
his imaginative ideal. As a result, Supernal Beauty, Love, and 
the Imagination all conjointly work together in the tace ot sen-
sible beauty. The Imagination creates iti Supernal Deauty shinea 
through it;. and Love cherishes it. 
.. 
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Supernal Beauty was said to be manit est more espee1all 
it in the mind of man, rather than in sensible reality. Now that .. 
~]'-, i now what Shelley meant by beautiful sensible reality. namely, 
~. this reality molded and tormed by the Imagination, this is merel~ 
! 
stating over again what was said in the previous paragraph. Hoe 
inexorably even the detailed aspects ot these ob Jects are joined 
together. In tact, each includes the other, and this preCisely 
was Shelley'. own outlook. The creative thought itself is sensi-
ble reality made beautiful, and this is the beautiful form at re-
ality that manifests Supernal Beauty. even though through a veil. 
The following selection from Hellas shows how all nature, arrayed 
most beautitully, i8 a part ot thought, and how all thIngs are 
ound together in one simple whole. Note the use of the worda 
li ht, dreams, !iI.hado.,s, and Ocean, whose symbolio meanings were 
commented on elaewhere. 
Barth and 
• Ocean. 
Space. and the isles of lite or light that 
gem 
The sapphire floods of interstellar all', 
This firmament pavll10ned upon chaos, 
With all lts cressets 01' inwortal fire, 
Whose outwall, bastioned impregnably 
Against the escape of boldest thoughts, 
repels them 
As Calpe the Atlantic clouds--thls Whole 
Of suns, and worlds, and men, and beasts, 
and flowers, 
With all the silent or tempestuous workings 
By whlch they have been, are, or cease to 
be, 
Is but a viSion; all that lt inherits 
Are motes of a sick 8ye, bubbles, and 
dreams; . 
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Thought is its cradle and its grave, nor less 
The future and the past are 1d1e shadows 
or thought's eternal t1ight--they have no 
being; 
Nought is but that which feels itselt to be. 
Mi;t~~ ~e·n~t' -Ail-i; ~o~t;i~ed in·e~ch.1 « 
~hi8 working of the Imagination on Earth, Ocean, Air, and Fire, 
;he tour element. t}~t the ancients thought constituted sensible 
'eality, is something that takes place within man, and hence is 
• partial manifestation of his most perfect self, leading even-
ually to perfect Love. Thus Love is much the same as the lmag-
nation, for in this creative work that the Imagination does is 
ormed man's pertect self at the same ttme as there is thereby 
enerated that impulse to find something that will sympathize 
ith this self, and this was what Shelley understood by Love. 
Supernal Beauty was analyzed as that Beauty Which was 
o perfect that it knew nothing of change, exhaustibility, mater-
al composition, or division. One reason why Supernal Beauty is 
hangeless is that the Imagination or thought which produces it 
s removed tram time and space. Moreover, the Love whioh lmag-
aation generates with one bold stroke ot it .• creative torce 
Baohes out to all manifestations of beauty, so that although 
~nsible reality seems to pass and tade, yet the Imagination al-
ays ~ema1ns beoause it is always p~oduoing these sensible man!-
1 Shelley, "Hellas.a Poetic,al W,orks, 11. 769-785, 792, 
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testation.. Love also remains constant, because it is a1wa,. 
loving them, Shelley would go so far as to say that Love itself 
would. die did not these so-called material objects undel"go a con-
stant tlux. 
Supernal Beauty is inexhaustible. and here again the 
Dnagination and Love are inttmately bound in. Love implies man t • 
most perfect selt, human nature exalted to its highest level. 
But seeing that th1s human nature involves the Imagination, which 
1s capable ot envisioning all beauty, this Love is really the 
Love ot Supernal Beauty, and mants imagination 1s really the I~ 
agination that contains Supernal Beauty_ At this point, howevel", 
we must confess that 1t you were to ask Shelley whether his own 
imagination were the Imagination par excellence. he would say 
that it wasn't but that it participated in it. This brings to 
our attention the age-old problem 01' an explanation 01' the man-
ner 1n which a finite mind participates in the Divine Mind and 
the question of Sheller's pantbei~, A definitive Shelleyan 
answer oannot be given to thes. questions, nor would the answer 
be too pertinent to the purposes 01' this thesis, 
That Supernal Beauty was immaterial i8 obvious when it 
i8 realized that it 18 oomposed trom the mind-stuff of the ]mas-
ination. Love, too, as the sympathy between mants pertect selt 
and his 1deal prototype, must a180 be immaterial, owing agatn to 
the tact that the ideal prototype is the result of the spiritu-
alizing activity ot the Imagination. Shelley bad talked or fa-
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ale forms whose gestures beamed with m~nd, and he always regard-
d the mind as engaged in envisioning the spirits of forms that 
about Love. 
After this rather complicated analysis of the synthesis 
ith which Shelley viewed all reality, it seems difficult to see 
ow he could be called nl'IU1d. n \:Iruess perhaps he is meant to hold 
philosophy of 11te that makes his poetry maddening to one that 
antI to alough ott this poetry "th an ignorant shrug of the 
Perhaps he took l'fe too seriouIly, but certainly not 
00 lightly nor fancifully_ Shelley was a widely read intellec-
tual, alwaye seeking the truth and an answer to lifeta riddle, as 
e regarded it. He had delved voraciously into the works ot many 
the philosophers ot modern Europe, like Locke, Berkeley, Hume, 
ant, and Spinoza, and he had more than rummaged mnld the philos-
ophers ot ancient Greece. It is too bad that h1s devotion to 
Aristotle had not been more ardent, since his readings here may 
. 
ave shown ht. that the visions ot Aristotle were more realistic 
than those ot Plato. Nevertheless; looking tor the answer to 
111"e and having a moral revolution to bring to mankind, he would 
have been helplessly didactic 10 his poetr1 had n~t this moral 
revolution been essentially an aesthetic and. Platonic one al well. 
Aristotle's philosophy,not presuming to give man a higher intu-
ition on earth than he actually had, would have indeed taken the 
poetry out ot Shelley. However, Shelley's Platonism was a taith 
so strongly rooted that such a conversion was almost impossible. 
81 
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Baving experienoed early in life what ~e thought was the visita-
~ion of Supernal Beauty, he held on to his faith in the reality 
of this Beauty to the bitter end. Perhaps his faith in SUpernal 
Beauty was too prejudiced, blinding him to the possibilities of 
truth in other philosophies; but at least he held on to this 
faith With a devotion deserving admiration from anyone who himselt 
i8 not prejudioed in Shelley's disfavor. How extremely intelli-
gent becomes allot his poetry when we realize these facts. and 
surely the imagery and emotion that channels his philosophy to us 
merits tor the Romantic poet recognition as one of England's 
great poets. 
But what of Shelley.s atheism? Does this ruin his po-
etry and make him unacceptable? Certainly Shelley was against 
the God of Christianity, but it was against the God of Christian-
ity as understood by the deistic England ot his day. He was 
against the hypocritical reliGion of those wh9 made God a cloak 
for their own injustices. Time and time again he pays homage in 
his poetr,. to the God ot mercy and love. If Shelley had been an 
incomplete humanist like so many ot his contemporaries, not look-
ing tor the Supreme Being outside this world, hi. poetry would 
not have been so shrouded in sadness, but as he tried to take a 
more complete outlook on lite, his poetry was always touched with 
that melancholy which attends anyone who is looking tor God and 
teels in the deep recesses of his heart that he has not under-
stood nor tound Him. Shelley was looking for complete unity in 
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life; and of necessity from his vantag? point, all he found was 
frustration. Did Shelley think that he could arrive at the com-
plete possession of Supernal Beauty? It seems doubtful that he 
thought its possession possible here in this life, but only in 
the dissolution of death. The following picturesque expression 
of this desire fittingly ends this thesiS. 
Then from the caverns of my dreamy youth 
I sprang, as one sandalled with plumes ot fire, 
And towards the lodestar ot my one desire 
I flitted, like a dizzy moth, whoso flight 
Is as a dead lear's in the owlet light, 
When it would seek in Hesper t • setting sphere 
A radiant death, a fiery sepulchre, 2 
As it it were a lamp ot earthly flame. 
2 Shelley, "Epipsychidion," Poetical Works, 11. 217-
224, 301-302. 
... 
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